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Editorial

Executive Editor

Ajey Lele

Assistant Editor

Gunjan Singh

The eighth BWC Review Conference was
held during November 7-25, 2016, at the UN
office in Geneva, Switzerland. The general
perception has been that the outcome of this
Review Conference has not been very
positive. This issue of the CBW Magazine
discusses the recently concluded Review
Conference in four articles that follow. In
general, the writers agree that there is a
need to do more with respect to the Biological
Weapons Convention and this Review
Conference has not been very effective in
formulating a future action plan. Also, the
Review Conference has not achieved any
targeted goals and now all hopes for any
prominent development are on the next
Review Conference scheduled for 2021.
They also discuss the challenges faced by the
Eighth Review Conference and call this
Review Conference a 'missed opportunity'.
The main trends in treaty developments and
the role played by countries at the regional
and local level to confirm to the commitments
laid down is also covered.

Natallia Khaniejo in her article discusses the
reasons behind the use of biological and
chemical weapons by terrorist organizations,
especially the Daesh.

This issue also comprises other regular
features like the Kaleidoscope and Chemical
and Biological News.

With our readers' feedback, we wish to
publish issues in the future that focus on a
subject of particular concern.

Contributions and feedback are
welcome and can be addressed to:
editorcbw@gmail.com
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Invited Article

The BWC Review:

Issues and

Challenges

Dr. Manish

The author is Associate Professor 
with the department of International 
Relations at Sikkim University.

Summary

The Convention on the Prohibition of
the Development, Production and
Stockpiling of Bacteriological
(Biological) and Toxin Weapons and
on their Destruction usually referred
to as the Biological Weapons
Convention (BWC), or Biological and
Toxin Weapons Convention (BTWC)
is the first multilateral disarmament
treaty banning the production of an
entire category of weapons, entering
into force in 1975. The Eighth BWC
Review Conference was recently held
at Geneva from November 7-25,
2016, Unfortunately, it appears to
have flattened for the lack of
consensus among the member-states
until the next conference in 2021.

Use of biological pathogens to attack
populations continues to be one of the

major threats today, whether by state actors
or in the hands of non-state actors,
amorphous entities or a rogue microbiologist.
The anthrax attacks of 2001, was not just
one single incident. There may have been
ample potential warnings of such imminent
attacks in the past. One is still not sure if the
2009 H1N1 Influenza or the Ebola, were
naturally-occurring threats or an
orchestrated bio-attacks. But clearly, it
demonstrated global and national
shortcomings in our biodefense.  Global
efforts to prevent the deliberate use of
biological pathogens appears to be now
drifting, if seen against the backdrop of the
recently concluded Eighth Review
Conference of the Biological Weapons
Convention (BWC), which for many was a
lost opportunity of reinvigorating the treaty.
The Convention on the Prohibition of the
Development, Production and Stockpiling of
Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin
Weapons and on their Destruction usually
referred to as the Biological Weapons
Convention (BWC), or Biological and Toxin
Weapons Convention (BTWC) was the first
multilateral disarmament treaty banning the
production of an entire category of weapons,
entering into force in 1975. This Convention
itself was the result of a prolonged
international negotiations to supplement the
1925 Geneva Protocol, which prohibited the
use, but not possession or development of
chemical and biological weapons.
Fortunately, this treaty prohibits the
"development, stockpiling, acquisition,
retention, and production of biological agents
and toxins of types and in quantities that
have no justification for prophylactic,
protective or other peaceful purposes."
Although the treaty is not universal, no state
today legitimizes the use of biological
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weapons as a means of warfare. The pace of
biotechnology, however, has expanded
exponentially, and biological warfare can no
longer be considered under the purview of
only state actors. New genome-editing tools
have been developed which are dual-use,
thereby posing the challenge for a strong
prevention and response framework.  The
Eighth Review Conference, held at Geneva
from November 7-25, 2016, thus was an
opportunity to establish a stronger, more
strategic scientific review process, and to
revamp the inter-sessional process and
institutional structures. The Conference
appears to have flattened on all counts.

There are at least four critical issues
confronting the BWC.  The first is described
as the “universality gap”, i.e.  while a
majority of states, so far 177, have joined the
BWC, still 19 states are off the hook. To bring
them on board is one of the major challenges
on the agenda of the Review Conference.
Second, there is an “implementation gap”:
the verification of compliance of the treaty
by BWC states requires implementation at
the national level. Most disarmament
treaties have a very elaborate international
monitoring regime. Although there is a lack
of data, it is thought that implementation of
BWC has been sloppy and there have been
violations in the past by the member states
even after the entry into force of the BWC.
For instance, during the 1970s, the Soviet
Union expanded its existing offensive bio-
weapons program. A research conglomerate
of over 30 institutions produced and
weaponised large quantities of bio-agents,
including smallpox and the Marburg virus.
These were reportedly tested under real-
world conditions on an island in the Aral Sea.
After the demise of the Soviet Union, a
trilateral process was initiated between the
three BWC depositary powers - the US, the
UK, and Russia - to investigate this matter.
However, the enquiry was terminated in the
mid-1990s without tangible results, having

ultimately failed to shed full light on the
Soviet bioweapons program. Under
Saddam's regime, Iraq is thought to have
produced pathogens and toxins for military
purposes. More recently, it has been
transpired that Syria also produced the toxin
ricin. Terrorists, too, have been involved with
biological agents. The Japanese-cult Aum
Shinrikyo is known to have experimented
with anthrax and botulinum toxin. In
September and October 2001, letters
containing anthrax spores were sent to two
US senators and several US journalists.
These letters resulted in 22 anthrax
infections and five deaths, but the case was
never officially solved.

The BWC-compliance is difficult to verify.
Bacteria and viruses can be cultivated
swiftly, and many occur naturally. In order
to establish increased transparency, the
parties to the BWC agreed at the Second
Review Conference in 1986 to introduce
confidence-building measures (CBM), which
require, inter alia, annual reporting about
activities at high biosafety level laboratories
(BSL-3 and BSL-4), the exchange of
information on biodefense programs,
documentation on national legislation for the
implementation of the BWC, and reporting
of human vaccine production facilities. These
CBMs were not legally binding, therefore,
more than half the state parties did not
participate in them at all.

In January 1995, the BWC signatory states
began negotiations on a legally binding
additional protocol to strengthen the BWC
verification process. In March 2001, a draft
protocol was tabled requiring verification of
compliance with the BWC based on annual
national reports about biodefense programs,
vaccine production facilities, BSL-3 and BSL-
4 laboratories, and installations with high
production capabilities by way of voluntary
visits, transparency visits, and clarification
visits, under the auspices an international
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BWC organization. The US opposed this
draft, claiming that the BWC was
unverifiable, and that too much
transparency could give rise to espionage
against its pharmaceutical industry. Russia
and China, too, were uncomfortable with the
additional protocol. In order to avoid a
complete termination of the multilateral
process to strengthen the BWC, European
and other Western countries advocated a
substitute program that would take into
account the US interests. On the occasion of
the Fifth Review Conference, the states
agreed to hold annual expert and states
parties meetings on the following topics:
National measures to implement the BWC,
including national legislation; national
measures to enhance safety in handling
pathogenic microorganisms and toxins;
improvements to international response
capabilities in case of intentional deployment
of biological weapons and outbreaks of
diseases; strengthening of national and
international efforts to identify and combat
infectious diseases; and codes of conduct for
scientists. Since 2003, these meetings have
been held in the framework of the
“Intersessional Process”. In the meantime,
the scope of topics has been expanded to
include issues related to bio-safety and
biosecurity, assistance in case of an attack
using bioweapons, implementation of Article
X, i.e. the use of biological agents and toxins
for peaceful purposes, and improvements of
CBM. Later in 2006, a three-member BWC
Implementation Support Unit (ISU) was
established in Geneva. The aim of the ISU
was to serve as the secretariat of the states
parties to the treaty. It was also mandated
to collects the CBM reports and ensures the
exchange of information.

The third critical issue is the so called
“response gap”: i.e. how should the state
parties react and respond in case of a
biological attack.  This would also mean how
they would coordinate amongst themselves,

with international organisations including the
UN and the World Health Organization, and
between health and security sectors.

Finally, each of these issues is underpinned
by what has been termed as the
“institutional gap”. The meetings, especially
those enabled to take decisions, are
infrequent with minimal institutional
support structure and manpower. The
Implementation Support Unit (ISU) is
poorly staffed to meet the emerging trends
and growing expectations of the member-
states and the financing of the BWC is also
inadequate.

The Eighth Review Conference of the BWC
discussed a wide range of issues but there
was a little change from previously
expressed positions of the states. The major
discussion at the Conference focused on the
parameters of the work under the BWC for
the period from 2017 to 2020. It was planned
to set up four open-composition working
groups to consider concrete topics and the
states' initiatives, and to prepare possible
recommendations. Discussions ranged from
the importance of effective detection and
surveillance for both naturally and
deliberately occurring diseases, to response
mechanism and transfer of new bio-
technology for peaceful uses and verification
issues. The ISU on the operation of the
Assistance and Cooperation Database
(commonly referred to as the Article X
database) was also discussed.   The NAM
proposal for an Action Plan included a
mechanism for 'full, effective and non-
discriminatory implementation' of Article X
and which also suggests the establishment
of a cooperation committee.  One aspect that
has been the subject of significantly divergent
views is the proposal that any Article X
mechanism should include arrangements to
review denials of export licenses, something
which was opposed by many Western
countries.  China and Pakistan highlighted
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their joint proposal, for a 'non-proliferation
export control and international cooperation
regime' to be established under the auspices
of the BWC and intended to overcome some
of these divergences. Unfortunately, for the
lack of consensus, the Review Conference
ended without an agreement on a detailed
work-plan until the next conference in 2021.
The BWC remains effect, but the dismal
outcome of the Conference reflects a growing
and a worrisome trend in arms control.
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View Point

The Eight Review

Conference of the

Biological Weapons

Convention:

A Missed Opportunity

Mr. Kapil Patil

The author is a researcher at the
Indian Pugwash Society, New Delhi.
His research focuses on issues related
to nuclear energy, arms control and

disarmament.

Summary

The recently concluded Eighth Review
Conference of the Biological Weapons
Convention (BWC) held in Geneva
reached a disappointing outcome as the
participant states failed to adopt any
meaningful programme of work for the
next inter-sessional period, 2017-2021.
The failure of the conference is clearly
a missed opportunity in terms of
reinforcing the norm against the use
and spread of bio-weapons.

The recently concluded Eighth Review
Conference of the Biological Weapons

Convention (BWC) held in Geneva during 7-
25 November 20161  reached a disappointing
outcome as the participant states failed to
adopt any meaningful programme of work
for the next inter-sessional period, 2017-
2021. Although the review conference came
up with a final outcome document, it did not
contain any substantive forward-looking
measures in line with the outcome of the
previous review conference. The meeting
also failed to agree upon initiating any
structural reforms that are needed to
reinvigorate a long-stagnant bio-weapons
regime. Consequently, against much hope for
revival, the review conference only ended up
in enduring a status-quo that threatens
grave irrelevance for the bio-weapons
convention.

By the 2016 Review Conference, the BWC
review process had clearly reached a point
where adopting a forward-looking
programme for another inter-sessional
period while disregarding the long-standing
demand among several states for negotiation
of a legally binding mechanism covering
verification and other aspects was no longer
possible. This plot, thus, eventually played
out at the three-week-long review
conference leading to an outcome that
impinged squarely on the programme of the
inter-sessional process, as the conference
failed to forge any consensus on reopening
the negotiations on a legally binding
instrument.

The inter-sessional process was adopted by
the BWC state parties in the aftermath of
failed negotiations for a verification
instrument to the BWC in 2001, and the
unsuccessful fifth review conference that
followed it in 2002. Given the political
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difficulties entailed in the path of multilateral
negotiations, the process turned to issues
that could bring about more clarity on
various issues of national implementation,
international assistance, cooperation etc, and
have been widely recognised for adding value
to the review process. As a result of a
beneficial first and second inter-sessional
process, its scope was increased for the third
period, though there was no concomitant
increase in the resources of the
Implementation Support Unit (ISU)
responsible for administering the process.

In the run up to Eighth Review Conference,
however, there have been renewed calls from
several states to strengthen the BWC regime
by addressing its various structural
shortcomings. Some of the recent
developments such as the use of chemical
weapons in Syria have particularly amplified
the concerns over weaknesses of the BWC
to effectively verify compliance with treaty
obligations. The Syrian incident has
demonstrated that the taboo against the use
of chemical and, by extension, biological
weapons can be violated by both states as
well as non-state parties.2  Additionally, a
number of scientific and technological
developments, in recent years, such as the
CRISPR gene editing system, gain-of-
function experiments, advances in synthetic
biology, etc. have generated concerns about
their potential dual-purpose nature and the
ease with which state and non-state actors
can acquire and use bio-weapons.3

Agenda-Setting for the Conference:

Against such divergent preferences for the
review and revamp of the BWC, seeking a
balanced outcome that strengthens the
convention thus assumed a foremost priority
for the review conference. The two
preparatory committee meetings held before
the review conference discussed at length
various national positions on issues

concerning the BWC regime. The summary
report prepared by the chairman of the
second preparatory committee under his
responsibility for the consideration of
delegations during the review conference
flagged as many as seven different themes
relevant to various articles of the Convention,
namely Science and technology
developments; Cooperation and assistance;
National implementation; CBMs,
consultation and cooperation; Investigating
alleged use; Provision of assistance; Geneva
Protocol and universalization, on which the
review conference could make significant
progress.4  The tone for the conference was
set by the United Nations Under-Secretary-
General and High Representative for
Disarmament Affairs, Mr. Kim Won-soo who
outlined four gaps in the bio-weapons regime,
namely the 'universality gap',
'implementation gap', 'response gap', and the
'institutional gap', and urged the states to
“explore new ways to address and close these
gaps.”5

Conference Debates & Key Issues:

Among a number of key issues raised during
the general debate of the conference, the
following four were featured quite
prominently. Firstly, several states referred
to the absence of any effective verification
mechanism within the BWC. The verification
issue saw at least two distinct positions: one
propounded by the U.S. which reiterated its
long-standing view that traditional forms of
verification are of limited effectiveness in the
biological realm and so a verification
arrangement for the BWC is not worth
pursuing, while some countries expressed
their desire to start negotiations on
verification arrangements at the soonest
possible.6  In this context, India's position
drew the attention of the conference wherein
New Delhi outlined that the CBMs, “though
an important transparency measure to
enhance trust, are not a substitute for an
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effective mechanism for verification of
compliance.”7

The second important issue that saw
widespread reference was the activities for
the next inter-sessional period as well as
the mandate of a three-member ISU. In
recent years, the ISU has reported serious
difficulties in carrying out its functions
mandated for the assigned period owing to
the serious crunch of resources. In addition
to the resource problem, the statements also
outlined certain new tasks that the ISU could
take up for the next inter-sessional process.

Third, the statements extensively dwelled
upon the review of scientific and technological
(S&T) developments pertinent to the BWC.
The statements saw divergent views on the
how decisions related to S&T might be taken,
and whether such review, as well as
decisions, could be taken up during the inter-
sessional process. The fourth issue that was
highlighted widely was the Confidence-
Building Measures (CBMs) aimed at fostering
the exchange of information among States
Parties. Several statements raised concerns
about the muted response from states with
less than one-third of state parties taking
part in such measures and even less than
that making their CBM reports public. In this
regard, concerns were also expressed about
providing assistance and information
assistance in the event of use of biological
weapons.

The end of the general debate also saw a
heated exchange between Russia and its
allies the one hand, and the U.S. and western
European nations on the other, over the
alleged violations of the convention.8  This
rift reportedly threatened to eclipse the
outcome of the conference.  However, as the
conference further progressed with the
convening of the 'Committee of Whole'
(CoW), the clouds of U.S.-Russia rift cleared

out thus raising considerable hopes for the
fruitful outcome.

Weak Outcome & Uncertain Future:

From the various national positions outlined
at the beginning of the conference, it became
clear that forging a consensus through
multilateral negotiations on key outstanding
issues such as verification of compliance,
CBMs and International Cooperation was no
more feasible. However, the insistence on
part of the Iranian delegation to seek a
mandate for negotiating a legally binding
instrument on verification reportedly stalled
the prospects for adopting a meaningful
programme for the next inter-sessional
period.9  As a result, the conference arrived
not only at an extremely weak final outcome
document but contained inter-sessional
activities which were less than what was
agreed in the previous conference. Also, the
conference did not assign any agenda for
Annual Meeting of States Parties (MSP),
except for the first year, nor did it strengthen
the ISU for the better administration of the
convention.  Many participant states,
therefore, described the outcome as
'disappointing' and well below their
expectations.

At the Review Conference, the statement
from the U.S. noted, 'If we fail to come to a
consensus this month, it will not damage this
Convention." While it is true that the failure
of the conference hasn't damaged the
convention in any way, it has nevertheless,
deepened the contradiction of legal versus
informal means for strengthening the regime.
The inability of the member states to
strengthen the convention through a
meaningful political process will likely result
in the quest for alternate means of seeking
bio-security. The emboldened state and non-
state actors willing to exploit scientific
knowledge for hostile purposes as a result of
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a weak BWC may well be another scary
prospect facing the regime. If anything,
therefore, the Eight Review Conference is
clearly a missed opportunity in terms of
reinforcing the global norm against the use
and spread of bio-weapons.
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The author is a research intern at
IDSA. She has completed her
Bachelors from Lady Shri Ram
College and her Masters from
Miranda house Delhi University. She
is currently working on issues of

Cyber Security.

Summary

Chemical and Biological weapons
remain a subversive threat to
civilizational stability. Biological
weapons in particular are a tremendous
cause for concern given the difficulty
in predicting/preparing for an attack
and the complexities of post-attack
rehabilitation. Furthermore, the
problems of attrition and lack of
culpability make it an even more
tempting form of warfare for Non State
Actors and Extremists. It is important
therefore, to examine the current
climate of extremism and the potential
threat posed by the usage of Chemical
and Biological weapons. Having gained
access to Iraqi chemical weapon
stockpiles, the Islamic State has already
engaged in Chemical warfare. This
paper attempts to conjecture the
possibility of their move towards
Biological warfare and the aids/
deterrents that could facilitate or block
such a transition.

The recent years have been witness to the
rise of religious extremism, radicalization

and increased conflict from Non State
Actors. The tactics of anarchism and the
spread of extremist hate and fear by these
NSAs have intensified and the methods of
propagandistic proliferation and fear
mongering have also evolved as a
consequence. Groups like the ISIS have
capitalized on recent technological
advancements to spread their base and
reach out to a wider audience. Aside from
ideological and symbolic proliferation vis-à-
vis social media, the increased economic and
logistical support provided to these groups
has raised serious concerns regarding their
ability to access and use Chemical, Biological,
Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) material
for malicious purposes. This article attempts
to examine the ‘reality’ of a biological
weapons threat from ISIS and the
transactional modalities involved therein.

The Islamic state of Iraq and Syria1 (ISIS/
ISIL/Daesh) is a Salafist, Jihadist militant
group that follows a fundamentalist Wahhabi
strain of Sunni Islam. Aside from the
proliferation of its extremist ideological
footprint, the group's primary aim is the
establishment of an 'Islamist Caliphate'. The
group has been declared a terrorist
organization by the United Nations and
several other countries worldwide, but there
are several ways in which the groups
religious ideology differs from its
counterparts such as the Al Qaeda. “IS grew
out of what was Al Qaeda in Iraq, which was
formed by Sunni militants after the US-led
invasion in 2003 and became a major force
in the country's sectarian insurgency. In
2011, the group joined the rebellion against
President Bashar al-Assad in Syria, where it
found a safe haven and easy access to
weapons2.” One of the key differences
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between IS and Al Qaeda is the former's
"emphasis on eschatology and
apocalypticism3.” The group disregards
interpretation and calls for a return to what
it considers is 'pure Islam' which necessitates
the founding of a Caliphate following Salafist
doctrines through extremist means. Since its
emergence, IS has gone on to become a global
threat and its extremist philosophy has
proliferated into countries like Pakistan,
Afghanistan, etc.

One of IS's key strengths has been the use
of non conventional methods of warfare for
ideological proliferation. They have a
tremendous social media presence, and tend
to utilize the potential of Cyber anonymity
for efficient ideological proliferation,
radicalization and mobilization. Aside from
their (now well known twitter presence) they
use several encrypted technologies such as
Telegram, etc. for the proliferation of their
message and they also have a magazine
'Dabiq' that is used to further spread their
propaganda. Aside from their Cyber
presence and their use of conventional
weapons and asymmetric warfare - car
bombs and suicide bombers - IS has also
made use of chemical weapons in Iraq and
Syria. It is further suspected that the group
is also engaged in research surrounding
Biological and Nuclear weapons as well. One
of the key reasons for turning towards
Chemical Biological, Radiological and Nuclear
(CBRN) weapons is due to “their capacity
to cause significant disruption across sectors,
as well as considerable revenue loss for
governments. In particular, cleaning up after
a CBRN incident could require that people,
buildings, infrastructure and the
environment undergo a cost intensive and
lengthy decontamination process.4” The
amorphous nature of the threat posed by
CBRN weapons, usually means that States
are ill equipped to place sufficient preventive
measures against the same. This makes
them an extremely cost effective as well as

strategically potent method of attack. While
there are several treaties in place regarding
the use/possession of Chemical and Nuclear
substances, there are still loopholes that Non
State Actors have exploited in the past to
gain access to sensitive CBRN material. While
the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC)
has incorporated a clause that "prohibits the
weaponisation of all chemicals5”. The
Biological Weapons Convention (BWC) has a
similar clause regarding the "prohibition on
the weaponisation of biological pathogens and
agents6”, yet the dual use nature of research
surrounding Chemical and Biological raw
material makes them a constant
vulnerability. Furthermore, the inability to
limit the access to such materials due to their
dual use nature becomes a constant
vulnerability given the proliferation
opportunities that emerge thereof. "The
BWC does not have a verification mechanism
for monitoring global sources of dangerous
pathogens, but focuses its efforts instead on
voluntary confidence-building measures7.”

Historically speaking there have been
uses of biological and chemical weapons by
Non State Actors and Terrorists. While IS
has used Chemical weapons and Mustard
Gas in Syria and Iraq, the most well known
biological attack that was carried out
successfully was the "nerve gas attack in the
Tokyo underground carried out by the
apocalyptic Aum Shinrikyo sect in March
1995, which led to over 1000 casualties and
12 fatalities8.” Biological Weapons are
"deadly pathogens - bacteria,
microorganisms or viruses - or toxins which
can be deliberately released in order to inflict
harm9.” There are several methods of
releasing the pathogens into public spaces
and these organisms can be 'weaponized' and
spread through inhalation, contact,
absorption, medium transference10, etc.
Given the current globalized world order, the
transference of the threat and the domain it
could possible affect also increases
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tremendously as a result. The use of
Bioweapons and the effects thereof thus
becomes a transnational threat and the
dynamics of such an attack need to be
examined. The primary vulnerabilities that
could lead to pathogen proliferation would
be the dual use nature of the source material
conjoined with an 'insider threat'.
Furthermore, the dual use threat is not
limited to high end scientific research but also
easy accessibility to potent chemicals through
everyday objects. For example "When
procured in sufficiently large quantities,
solvents used in ballpoint pen ink can be
converted into mustard gas.”11 Technological
advancement also provides an anonymous
platform with access to information regarding
the creation and proliferation of Weapons of
Mass Destruction (WMDs). Aside from
surface level content that provides
information, the deep dark web provides
access to the requisite materials as well. This
technological progress, coupled with an
increasingly globalized world order, poses a
tremendous vulnerability across the board.
A biological attack while unlikely should still
be considered an important threat as the
devastation that it causes can wreak
transnational havoc.

There are several reasons why terrorist
groups are attracted towards Biological
weapons, these include rapid proliferation,
relatively lower cost of operation, multiple
mediums of insertion12, lengthy
decontamination process13 which would
require research and investment into the
appropriate antibodies, easier access of
material as compared to Nuclear material,
problems of attrition, and relative ease of
anonymous access. Furthermore, these
attacks can also cause a tremendous amount
of panic and instability that can deconstruct
socio-economic order and affect critical
architecture adversely thereby propagating
the anarchic/malicious intent of the

perpetrator. There have been threats of IS
experimenting with animal matter and other
such hosts with pathogens. Sources have
reported that Mohammed Abrini - the man
responsible for the Paris attacks in 2015 was
caught with the makings of a crude animal
bomb that suggests that IS might be
experimenting with biological matter and
weaponizing them14. Furthermore, experts
have gone on to state that it would not be
impossible for IS to access the materials
required for the construction of a Biological
weapon. As Dany Shoham states "Suitable
pathogens are readily available at academic
laboratories, vaccine factories and
pharmaceutical companies, all of which are
civilian facilities15.” While the prosecutor in
Abrini's case later went on to state that the
contents of the bag which included animal
faecal matter could not be used for the
construction of a bomb, the threat of using
animal carcasses as host material for
biological experimentation remains. With a
lot of Non State Actors, the primary issue
faced while dealing with Biological
weaponization is the process of converting
pathogens into weapons. After initial
procurement most Non State Actors run into
roadblocks as they lack the scientific
expertise required for converting this raw
material into an actual weapon. That is not a
major issue with ISIS as they have a strong
economic and scientific architecture in place
for chemical and biological warfare
experimentation. For example "In June
2014, ISIS took control of two bunkers in
Iraq, 45 miles outside of Baghdad that held
2500 degraded chemical missiles armed
with Sarin Gas and other Chemical agents.16"
Given the area of operation and control
experts have stated that ISIS has supporters
all across the globe that fund its projects and
it has taken control of Sadam Hussein's
stockpiles from the Iraq war and the Syrian
conflict. Therefore, it stands to reason that
taking into account ISIS's access to Saddam
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Hussein's stockpiles and scientific
infrastructure, its implementation of a CBRN
weaponization program might be challenging
- given the collateral issues involved - but
not entirely impossible.

However, that being said, there are several
reasons deterring ISIS from launching a full
scale bioweaponization program. Some of the
key concerns surrounding Bioweaponization
involve the inability to control the pathogen
once it is released. Furthermore, the target
area and recipients of the pathogen cannot
be limited or contained either. Biological
weapons fall under the realm of chaos theory
wherein at any given point the entire
operation could backfire and spiral out of
control. While gaining access to pathogens
might not be difficult, the nuances of
weaponizing them and containing them in an
insulated environment until it is time for
release might be challenging. Furthermore,
the factor of human error in the process of
handling the pathogen could lead to either
the death of the pathogen or the spread of
the pathogen among the ranks of ISIS itself.
Additionally, even if researchers were to
come up with a potential antibody to
immunize the ranks of the group against the
pathogen, the issues of mutation and
resistant strains remain. This is potentially
why most biological attacks - Aum
Shinrikyo's and the post 9/11 attacks - have
been limited to the usage of Anthrax which
is widespread but not as potent.
Furthermore, ideologically speaking the use
of bioweapons wouldn't fit in with ISIS's
ideological conditioning strategy given that
they'd be unable to pick and choose their
targets. Furthermore, they have more than
enough chemical stockpiles and conventional
armament to wreak havoc and terror in
precise and calculated strikes for now.

In conclusion, the use of CBRN materials and
their possible weaponization into Weapons

of Mass Destruction remains a constant
threat given the loopholes in the
safeguarding mechanisms surrounding the
materials. Yet the potential risks involved
in the weaponization of biological pathogens
and the collateral damage that could emerge
as a result might serve as potential
deterrents against their usage and
proliferation. Nevertheless, it is essential to
stockpile and recalibrate the transfer and
proliferation of such material to prevent
them from being used for malicious purposes.
Furthermore, investing in preparedness and
safety mechanisms against biological
weapons might help safeguard civil society
not only against an attack but also against
accidents involving such volatile material.
The ongoing march of technological progress
is another factor that needs to be taken into
account given how coterminous the
relationship between Medicare and
technology is.

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a lived reality
that forms a part and parcel of daily
existence which has definitely improved
quality of life but it has simultaneously also
increased the risk of attack and the dangers
of intrusion. Most hospitals use high end
technology to store biological materials for
research but given the vulnerabilities of
cybernetic frameworks, the slightest
loophole in encrypted data management
could lead to potentially disastrous effects.
The use of social media for ideological
proliferation is not new, but points to the
sophisticated advancements being made
within the ranks of Non State Actors like ISIS
which are at times much better equipped to
use cybernetic architecture to their
advantage. Governments need to come
together to understand the Technological
threat that might emerge from this blurring
of boundaries between CBRN and
Technological research and experimentation.
Given the transnational scope of the threat
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governments need to pool their resources to
safeguard their Information Technology
architecture to protect Critical
Infrastructure that might be dependent on
these IT frameworks.

Endnotes:

  1. Islamic State of Iraq and Syria is also known
as the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant,
the Islamic State and Daesh.

  2. “Islamic State and the crisis in Iraq and Syria
in Maps” at http://www.bbc.com/news/
world-middle-east-27838034 Accessed on
20th November 2016

3. Graeme Wood "What ISIS really wants" at
http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/
archive/2015/03/what-isis-really-wants/
384980/ Accessed on 26th October 2016

4. Chatham House "Use of Chemical, Biological,
Radiological and Nuclear Weapons by Non
State Actors" at https://www.lloyds.com/~/
media/fi les/news%20and%20insight/
risk%20insight/2016/cbrn.pdf

5. Ibid

6. Ibid

 7. Ibid

8. lexander Kelle/Annette Schaper "Terrorism
using Biological and Nuclear Weapons" at
http://www.hsfk.de/fileadmin/HSFK/
hsfk_downloads/prif64.pdf

9. Chatham House "Use of Chemical, Biological,
Radiological and Nuclear Weapons by Non
State Actors" at https://www.lloyds.com/~/
media/fi les/news%20and%20insight/
risk%20insight/2016/cbrn.pdf

10. Such as water, poultry, etc.

11. Mustard gas was one of the key weapons used
by IS in Syria and Iraq

12. Can be released into the air/water/through
contact

13. which leaves governments and states
vulnerable to further attack

14. Siobhan Mcfadyen "Animal bombs are a
dangerous step towards ISIS biological
warfare" at http://www.express.co.uk/news/
world/667874/isis-daesh-biological-warfare-
dirty-bomb-animal-test ic les-brussels
accessed on 24th October 2016

15. Aimee Amiga and Ruth Schuster "ISIS could
commit Chemical or Biological attack" at
http://www.haaretz.com/middle-east-news/
isis/1.691157 Accessed on 26th October 2016

16. R Weitz "Syria and Beyond" at http://
www.ifri.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/
pp51weitz.pdf Accessed on 23rd November
2016
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Summary

As countries were preparing for the 8th
Review Conference of the Biological
and Toxin Weapons Convention
(BTWC) in November 2016, the BTWC
Implementation Support Unit organised
four regional workshops, including one
in New Delhi, as part of a European
Union-sponsored programme supporting
the convention. While the BTWC has seen
little progress in terms of new legally
binding commitments, verification or
setting up an international
implementation organisation, the
workshops revealed that on the regional
and local levels states parties are active in
ensuring that the treaty commitments are
being respected. This account discusses
the main trends in treaty development
and issues states parties face that
emerged during the workshops.

On 3 November I was invited to speak at
an international conference in Brussels

organised by the European Union (EU) Non-
Proliferation Consortium.1  The session was
called: The Biological and Toxin Weapons
Convention (BTWC) - Maintaining
Relevance. I found the title intriguing. Is the
BTWC losing its relevance one way or
another? Is this treaty in jeopardy?

A widely shared opinion has it that the BTWC
is a weak treaty. Yet always unspoken
remain the criteria by which people assess
the treaty's weakness. They often point to
the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) as
a strong agreement because it has an
international organisation, a verification
regime and mechanisms to enforce
compliance. Notwithstanding, in its almost
twenty years of existence, war and terrorism
in the Middle East accounts for about 2,000
fatalities as a direct consequence of chemical
warfare and terrorism with chemical
weapons (CW). The BTWC, in contrast, lacks
an international organisation or verification
mechanism, yet in its 41 years since entry
into force, deliberate use of disease or toxins
has killed fewer than 100 persons. What does
that say about the strength of a treaty?

Moreover, the BTWC is actually a very active
treaty. Since 1991-the 3rd Review
Conference-states parties have come
together in Geneva at least twice a year,
sometimes even more, particularly while
negotiating a legally-binding protocol
between 1997 and 2001. Of course there is
a lot of frustration with the formal process
and its lack of tangible progress in upgrading
the treaty, its institutional support and
procedures. In contrast a lot moves on the
local and regional levels.
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The BTWC World Tour 2016

To that conclusion I arrived after having
organised four regional and sub-regional
seminars between March and the end of
September 2016 on behalf of the BTWC
Implementation Support Unit (ISU). Those
meetings took place in the framework of the
EU Council Decision 2016/51 of 18 January
2016 supporting the BTWC and are part of
a much broader package of activities
envisaged between 2016 and 2019.2

This Council Decision is the fourth in a series
over the past decade. The first one covered
the period 2006-08; the second one 2009-
11 and the third one 2012-15. In total the
EU has now invested some 6.3 million Euros
in the strengthening of the BTWC, including
2.3 million for the current programme. As
Director of the international non-
governmental organisation BioWeapons
Prevention Project, I had the privilege of
being entrusted with the implementation of
the first Joint Action (as actionable Council
Decisions were then known), part of which
was designed to prepare the 6th Review
Conference at the end of 2006. At this point
the ISU, which was to carry out the next EU
support plans, had not yet been established
.The Joint action consisted mainly of BTWC
universalisation and national implementation
assistance activities. The former comprised
five regional seminars: Southern and East
Africa (Nairobi, Kenya on 21-22 June 2006;
Asia and the Pacific Islands (Bangkok,
Thailand on 8-9 November 2006; Latin
America and the Caribbean (San José, Costa
Rica on 18-19 January 2007); West and
Central Africa (Dakar, Senegal on 17-18 April
2007); and the Middle East (Rome, Italy on
16-17 April 2008).

The current Council Decision envisages four
regional workshops in preparation of the 8th
Review Conference to be held between 7 and
25 November 2016. Because of the short

intervals between the events, the series
became jokingly known as the BTWC World
Tour 2016 and the organisers flew on
BioForce One, a wink to Iron Maiden's Ed
Force One carrying the rock band's
members and crew to concert venues across
the planet. The four events targeted Eastern
Europe and Central Asia (Astana,
Kazakhstan on 15-16 June); South and
Central America (Brasilia, Brazil on 22-23
August); South and South-East Asia (New
Delhi, India on 29-30 August) and Africa
(African Union Commission, Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia on 13-14 September).

My remarks at the EU Non-Proliferation
Consortium conference drew on insights from
the four regional workshops this year and
earlier experiences with the first EU Joint
Action.

Evolution of a treaty regime and
trends in state practice

Anyone participating in meetings on science
and technology review, developments in
industrial capacities, new production
processes and technologies hears a lot of
anxiety and a lot of talk of threats to the
convention or possible weakening of the
norm. However, such developments never
take place in a vacuum, even if substantive
progress in the Geneva negotiations remains
elusive. Looking at several states that
participated in this year's regional meetings,
I can only observe how much things have
evolved.

India is a prime example. I recall a seminar
the BWPP organised at the United Nations
in Geneva in 2004 or 2005. We had an
Indian scientist present  and she described
how her country was on the verge of
becoming a net exporter of biotechnology,
whereas before it had been a net importer.
She predicted that India would soon assume
new types of responsibilities to govern the
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new science and technologies. Last August I
was in New Delhi for the third regional
seminar. At one point a discussion between
Iran and India over the latter country's
export control legislation started up. It was
interesting to note the evolution in India's
position on export controls. It had adopted
principles that only 5-10 years ago were
extremely controversial internationally.
China has undergone a similar evolution with
respect to national technology transfer
policies and its adoption of a certain rationale
behind them. These developments testify to
a convergence of ideas, a convergence of
approaches among states in different parts
of the world. In turn they lead to
circumstances that enable and promote
cross-continental, cross-regional cooperation
in a number of issue areas. In preparation of
the 8th Review Conference the ISU website
contains several working papers written
jointly by European and Asian states,
European and South American states, or the
United States with partners in different
regions.3 They illustrate emerging
possibilities for the future of the BTWC. They
do not yet translate into formal agreements
or new understandings, but they testify to
evolving practice that keeps the convention
alive despite frequent setbacks in
multilateral negotiations.

A second aspect of the BTWC's vitality that
emerged from the four regional seminars
concern the different facets of international
assistance and cooperation for peaceful
purposes under Article X. Exchanges
between especially some members of the
Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) and the
Western Group in Geneva are usually
politically highly charged. Similar
confrontations one can also observe in
meetings of the decision-making bodies of the
Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons (OPCW) with respect to the
comparable Article XI of the CWC. Yet, over
the past decade parties to the BTWC have

managed to advance matching expectations
with obligations on both the global and
regional levels.

First, the intersessional process has tended
to focus on actionable programme items. In
Geneva states parties often discuss Article
X in broad, abstract principles. As already
mentioned, they also tend to pit the NAM
against the Western Group. Several vocal
NAM members view national export controls
as a violation of the convention and
consequently place the prohibition on
transferring biological weapons (BW) and
relevant technologies to any recipient
whatsoever in Article III in direct opposition
to Article X. The intersessional process, in
contrast, encourages states parties to look
at the quality of their national
implementation of obligations and
responsibilities. This has led them to
articulate concrete needs and requests,
including under Article X, which in turn made
it easier for potential donor countries to
formulate offers for assistance and
cooperation. Matching happens bilaterally or
interregionally with the BTWC ISU often
acting as a facilitator. To most developing
countries the feckless ritual standoff with its
sweeping statements in Geneva runs counter
to specific national needs.

Second, certain developing countries have
taken a regional lead in technology, science
development, and so on. Some even work at
the leading edge globally. Over the past few
years they have initiated processes whereby
they transfer relevant knowledge, expertise
and practices to neighbouring states. In other
words, regional patterns of cooperation,
training and education explicitly undertaken
under Article X have emerged. Argentina
plays such a role in South America. Similar
initiatives have arisen in the context of
ASEAN, particularly in the area of biorisk
management. Such concrete regional
assistance also includes help with national
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implementation legislation, the submission
of the Confidence Building Measures
(CBMs), and so forth.

Re-emerging regionalism to BTWC
negotiations?

Related to the latter development, but not
specifically linked to Article X, I noticed
egress of a certain degree of regional
consciousness, if not identity across the
seminars for Eastern Europe and Central
Asia, South and South-East Asia and Latin
America. Several participants wished to
develop and articulate a clearer regional
dimension in the Geneva forums, be it in the
8th Review Conference or at intersessional
meetings. Politically some reluctance
persisted regarding certain issue areas, but
the desire definitely came to the fore. At the
6th Review Conference (2006) such a trend
had been quite prominent. For instance, the
Latin American countries then made several
collective proposals. EU members submitted
almost all working papers as joint documents,
thereby emerging as a distinct entity in the
Western Group. The JACKSNNZ comprised
another Western Group collective but minus
the EU and the USA:  Japan, Australia,
Canada, South Korea, Switzerland, Norway
and New Zealand. Most interestingly,
working papers by the traditional
antagonists in Geneva tended to become
outlying propositions, whereas those
presented by either the JACKSNNZ or Latin
America came to present a centre upon
which consensus could be crafted. (The EU
was less successful in this respect, because
the working papers had gone through a
lengthy and delicate internal negotiation
process. As a consequence, it became all but
impossible to demonstrate timely flexibility
as negotiations at the Review Conference
gathered pace or to abandon one position in
favour of potential success in another issue
area.) Informal regionalism contributed to

the successful outcome of the 2006 Review
Conference, but petered out during the
subsequent series of intersessional meetings.
Based on exchanges during the regional
seminars and in view of the tendency
towards regional cooperation in
implementing the BTWC, (informal)
regionalism may resurface over the next
years.

Avoiding communication breakdown

The meetings organised under the 2016 EU
Council Decision targeted primarily officials
responsible for BTWC matters in capitals.
Consequently, a third element that came to
the fore is the disconnect between the desk
officers in capitals and the Geneva
delegations. The people on both sides of the
communication use different frameworks.
When diplomats in Geneva seek instructions
from capital, the latter frequently does not
understand the question. Absence of
concrete guidance makes the BTWC
deliberations boring. Without any cue of how
to contribute to solutions or advocate
national interests their sense of futility only
increases. Many seminar participants (who
mostly came from capital) found the
discussions in Geneva abstract and the
information they are receiving appeared to
have limited bearing on their daily work. This
need how to express oneself in Geneva or to
understand the issues under discussion in the
BTWC forums in capital warrants further
investigation and elaboration so as to devise
specific types of assistance activities.

A continent in search of greater
involvement

A fourth element pertains specifically to
Africa. With the exception of communication
difficulties between delegations and capital,
the trends described above were noticeably
absent from the exchanges at the regional
meeting in Addis Ababa.
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Several countries on the African continent
are leaders in terms of biology, the life
sciences and biotechnology. They include
Kenya, Morocco and South Africa. However,
contrary to Latin America or South-East
Asia, no radiation from these three countries
to neighbouring states or within the region
can be observed. During the final discussion
session of the workshop for Africa one of the
participants asked me to compare the
regions. When I mentioned the lack of
spontaneous mutual cooperation people
were surprised, but upon reflection
acknowledged this was the case. Therefore,
stimulating the more advanced countries to
engage regionally or subregionally would
benefit Africa's commitment to the BTWC.

Africa is also the continent with the largest
number of non-states parties. A lot of work
in support of universalisation remains. From
different interventions it was apparent that
the African Union is taking up the BTWC as
a priority issue. For other states parties it
therefore makes sense to interact more with
this regional organisation because it wants
to set up programmes to stimulate
universality, including what I call 'qualitative
universality'-the quality of national
implementation of obligations.

Another observation of mine may not be
entirely politically correct: a big difference
in attitude towards the treaty exists between
the Anglophone and Francophone countries.
Generally, representatives from Anglophone
countries appear well aware of issues; those
from Francophone countries less so. After
the workshop I spoke with officials from both
linguistic communities. On both sides they
acknowledged the discrepancy. (African
participants in the EU Non-Proliferation
Consortium conference in Brussels did so
too.) However, it was not immediately clear
why it existed. At the Brussels conference I
reflected on how easy it is to speak in English,

to organise event in English. However,
equivalent activities for Francophone
communities are rare, which might explain
lower levels of general awareness and
knowledge. Relevant literature in French to
bridge such gaps is also less prevalent. To
design assistance programmes or set up
outreach activities for Francophone countries
may require some preliminary investigation
into the causes of that particular discrepancy.

Unlike in the other regional meetings
unawareness of the BTWC or the norm
against BW existed even among a few
persons sent by their government to attend
the Addis Ababa meeting. In one particular
egregious instance the question even came
up why biological weapons should not be
used. Admittedly, a representative from a
non-state party suffering badly from internal
war asked it. Nevertheless, such absence of
an overall sense of normative frameworks
that govern international relations or
international security demonstrated how
easily a globally accepted interdiction might
be breached once societies break down.

These observations do not imply that Africa
has not progressed over the past decade.
Quite on the contrary. To give but one
example: when I was organising the regional
seminars in Nairobi and Dakar under the first
EU Joint Action, the respective target
countries were contacted through the
Foreign Ministry, typically via the Political
Director. However, the actual desk officer
responsible for the BTWC often functioned
in a pipe. He or she had no colleagues on the
same level. All communication was vertical
via the immediate superior and director-
general. That person had no lateral contacts,
even with equivalent functions in other
ministries. Today, people are aware of the
need to involve different departments or
agencies and have established lateral
contacts with them. At the workshop in Addis
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Ababa some African countries-not
necessarily the most advanced or richest
ones-were represented by 2-3 officials from
different ministries despite the limitation of
the EU sponsorship to a single country
representative. Moreover, people are aware
of their counterparts in other countries, a
situation that can only further improve as
more states parties set up national focal
points for the BTWC.

By way of conclusion

My fifth and final point concerned the ways
in which assistance and cooperation can be
best organised in view of the apparent
region-specific dynamics in support of the
norm embedded in the BTWC. How can the
international community stimulate these
trends further without becoming too
intrusive into what I would call 'natural'
regional processes? Regional or local
assistance programmes might wish to
engender interest in the convention by not
departing from the BTWC. Indeed, regional
or local perspectives on the relevancy of an
international disarmament convention may
differ considerably from those in North
America and Europe, both of which have a
very strong law-based attitude to
international relations. Not all cultures
entertain a similar formalistic, legal point of
departure. Some issues such as terrorism
may not be that salient to people in other
parts of the world; local concerns may be
focussed more on things such as biological
diversity or the environmental or economic
impact of genetically modified organisms,
and so forth. Perhaps strategies need to be
developed so that these local concerns
become the starting point to shift or expand
the knowledge about the BTWC and translate
the many topics that are being discussed
under the BTWC as local people perceive
them. This reflection arguably pertains more
to building a national consensus about the

value of the norm that permeates all aspects
of scientific and technological activities than
to a nation's legal obligations to implement
the BTWC.

Endnotes:

 1. http://www.nonproliferation.eu/

 2. http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/
T X T / P D F / ? u r i = C E L E X : 3 2 0 1 6
D0051&from=EN

3. http://www.unog.ch/80256EE600585943/
(httpPages)/57A6E253EDFB1111C1257F
39003CA243?OpenDocument
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Summary

The recent BWC Review Conference
faced various challenges emanating
from a range of developments that
took place during the last five years,
alongside with lingering issues
already existing for a long period of
time. The related contents and
interfaces are here presented and

assessed briefly.

Special Feature

Within the intensive scientific era of the
21 century, 5 years - representing the

intervals between the BWC Review
Conferences - constitute a period with a vast
potential, in terms of life science dynamics.
Among other things, it often materializes in
the form of natural proliferation of
untreatable, at times formidable pathogens,
alongside with a variety of ongoing
biotechnological breakthroughs, of which
many relate to pathogens. The recent five
years since the 7th BWC Review Conference
indeed posed, for instance, potent and
outstanding viruses such as Ebola1  and Zika2,
the latter being a hitherto relatively
unfamiliar virus, which lately gained an
overwhelming impact, while the former
exhibiting exceptional lethality and
persistence, disturbingly.

Parallel to those purely natural events,
scientific disciplines dealing with pathogens
currently make their own progress, in a
notable manner;3  and the duality formed
thereby concerning the applicability of
pathogens (plus toxins) as warfare agents is
inevitably increasing. Thus, five years ago, a
remarkable debate arose on a global scale,
about bioethics, biohazard, bioweaponry and
bioterrorism issues related to scientific
research concerning the induced transition
of the highly lethal H5N1 avian flu virus from
a non-pandemic to a tentatively pandemic
strain, which might fall into malevolent
hands.4  On top of all those events, the recent
five years gave rise to ISIS, represented by
an extremely radical terror organization,
which often employed chemical weapons, and
evidently attempted - if not still attempts -
to practically procure usable BW. The recent
BWC Review Conference held in November
2016 in Geneva had to take into account, if
not address, such - and various additional -
complex challenges.
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To a large extent, it did, apparently,
endeavoring to coherently follow the delicate
interface between the spheres of legitimate
and illegitimate activities pertaining to
pathogens and toxins. Thus, the Conference
yielded valuable and consequential contents
consisting of a range of substantial
categories,5  hence it would be appropriate
to present them, partially, in details, as
follows.

General Statements were given by the
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moons, by Under
Secretary-General and High Representative
for Disarmament Affairs Kim Won-Soo, by
81 states, and by 3 International
Organizations (the European Union,
International Committee of the Red Cross,
and Organization for the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons).

Official Documents (11) were presented as
Background Information by the
Implementation Support Unit, plus 48
Official Documents submitted by various
states.

Besides, National Inputs by most of the
participants to background information
documents referred to: Compliance by States
Parties with all their obligations under the
Convention; The implementation of Article
VII; and The implementation of Article X.

A diversity of substantial issues were
addressed during Side Events by the
participants, and included:

Germany: Confidence in Compliance - Peer
Review Visits as a Useful Tool for Increased
Transparency.

King’s College London, UK Ministry of
Defence and UK Foreign & Commonwealth
Office: Film Screening of “Inside Porton
Down”.

University of Pittsburgh: Safety and Security
of Synthetic Biology.

Hamburg Research Group for Biological
Weapons Arms Control: Open Source
Information for Transparency Building -
Launch of an Online Information Tool: The
BWPP BioWeapons Monitor.

International Office for Innovation in
Reducing Crime (IOIRC): The OPBW- Is it
Time?

Russian Federation: Operationalizing mobile
biomedical units to deliver protection against
biological weapons, investigate their alleged
use and contribute to the suppression of
epidemics of various origin: Presentation of
draft decision.

King's College London, University College
London, Sussex University and Switzerland:
"Book launch of 'Biological Threats in the
21st Century' and project presentation of
'Understanding Biological Disarmament'".

Switzerland: Update on Two Workshops at
Spiez Laboratory: Building a Network of
Analytical Biological Laboratories and
Examining Science and Technological
Developments in the Area of the
Convergence of Biology and Chemistry.

Canada: Global Health Security Agenda
Biosafety and Biosecurity Action Package:
Lessons learned and next steps for the
implementation of the Action Package.

UNICRI: Identifying Needs and Providing
Tailored Solutions: The Experience of the
National CBRN Action Plan.

GCSP, GET, VERTIC and UK Foreign and
Commonwealth Office: Addressing the
Biosecurity Governance Challenges Posed by
the Ebola Epidemic.

GCSP - Global Biosecurity Presentation.
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Vertic - Regulatory Framework in Ebola
affected Countries Presentation.

WHO and USA: The New Health
Emergencies Program and Emergency
Medical Teams Initiative --

Emergency Medical Team Presentation.

EU: EU Council Decision 2016/51/CFSP in
Support of the BWC Implemented by
UNODA: State of Play.

UNIDIR and Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
France: BTWC - Enhancing National
Implementation.

EBRF and Denmark: Immaterial Technology
with Dual-Use Potential.

UNICRI and FBI: Understanding and
Mitigating Emerging and Future Risks in the
Life Sciences: The International Network on
Biotechnology.

US National Academy of Sciences: Science
Advising Relevant to the BWC: Initiatives
from Inter-Academy Partnership and its
Members.

VERTIC: BWC Implementing Legislation
Analysis and Online Legislative Assistance
Tool.

Produced as well by the Conference were
NGO Statements, Plenary Presentations,
Closing Statements, and Posters.

The NGO Statements were delivered by:

University of Bradford

University of London

Biosecure Ltd

Verification Research, Training and
Information Centre

Pax Christi International

International Network of Engineers and
Scientists

Biosecurity Working Group of the
InterAcademy Partnership

Research Group for Biological Arms Control,
Hamburg University

University of Sussex

International Office for Innovation in
Reducing Crime

International Federation of Biosafety
Associations and Bradford Disarmament
Research Centre

UPMC Center for Health Security

Parliamentarians for Global Action

Center for Nonproliferation Studies - Middle
East Next Generation of Arms Control
Specialists

Pugwash Conferences on Science and World
Affairs

Global Emerging Pathogens Treatment
Consortium

Green Cross International

Plenary Presentations of special interest
included the following:

BWC Assistance and Cooperation Database
and Sponsorship Programme.

Article VII Background Information
Document.

Confidence-Building Measures Background
Information Document.

Report of the ISU on 2012-2016 Activities.
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Illustrative financial information based on
"Non-paper: Elements for a draft final
document.

Posters of special interest included the
following:

University of Bradford - Effective
Biosecurity Education for High School
Students: The Value of Team-Based
Learning.

University of Hamburg - Open Source Tools
for the Assessment of Compliance with the
BWC.

OPCW- Biological Toxins and their Relative
Toxicity.

OPCW - Physicochemical Properties and
Relative Toxicity of Chemical Warfare
Agents.

OPCW - Toxins and the Neuromuscular
System.

OPCW - Neurochemistry of Toxins.

UPMC - Additive Manufacturing and
Biological Weapons: How 3D Printing may
Give Rise to Unforeseen Biosecurity Threats.

The Posters underscored desirable
overlapping between the OPCW and OPBW
in the area of toxins, by all means a category
of important warfare agents, which indeed
deserves meticulous attention by both
conventions.

Irrespective of Russia (with an appreciable
input), and regardless of 'General
Statements' and 'Closing Statements', the
Asian states having their own contributions
to the Conference included China, India,
Iran, Iraq, Japan and Qatar.

Additionally, documents co-sponsored by
Asian states merely, included but two

working papers, both contributed jointly by
Pakistan and China, namely:

BWC/CONF.VIII/WP.30 - "Proposal for the
Development of a Model Code of Conduct for
Biological Scientists under the Biological
Weapons Convention".

BWC/CONF.VIII/WP.31 - "Establishing a
Non-Proliferation Export Control and
International Cooperation Regime under the
Framework of the Biological Weapons
Convention".

China's own contributions (in Chinese)
referred, in general, to the areas of
Compliance by States Parties with all their
obligations under the Convention; and of The
implementation of Article X.

India's own contributions included the
following topics:

BWC/CONF.VIII/WP.7 - "Report on
Implementation of Article X of the
Convention".

"Compliance by States Parties with all their
obligations under the Convention".

"Implementation of Article VII of the
Convention".

"Implementation of Article X of the
Convention".

Iran's own contributions included the two
following working papers:

BWC/CONF.VIII/WP.12 - "The BTWC
Review Process of Science and Technology"

BWC/CONF.VIII/WP.13 - "A Proposal for
Amending the Convention to Incorporate
Therein the Explicit "Prohibition of the Use
of Biological Weapons".
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Iraq contributed the two following National
Inputs to background information
documents:

"National measures adopted by the Republic
of Iraq to implement the Biological Weapons
Convention"

"Cooperation and Assistance under Article
X of the Biological Weapons Convention".

Japan's own contributions included the
following topics:

"Background Information on Japan's
compliance with the principal provisions of
the BWC-2016".

"International Cooperation and Assistance of
Japan related to Article X of the BTWC-
2106".

Qatar's own contributions included the
following topics:

"Compliance by States Parties with all their
obligations under the Convention".

"Implementation of Article VII of the
Convention".

"Implementation of Article X of the
Convention".

Beyond, out of a considerably wide spectrum
of different, essential matters and topics
included in the Conference, the following
working papers, although representing but
a miniature probe, may be of particular
significance:

BWC/CONF.VIII/WP.2 - "Code of
Professional Ethics for Science Workers in
Cuba" (by Cuba).

BWC/CONF.VIII/WP.9 - "Proposal to
enhance the format of confidence-building

measures under the Biological Weapons
Convention" (by the Russia).

BWC/CONF.VIII/WP.11 - "Confidence in
Compliance - Peer Review Visit Exercise at
the Bundeswehr Institute of Microbiology in
Munich, Germany" (by Germany).

BWC/CONF.VIII/WP.19 - "Acquisition and
Use of Biological and Toxin Weapons:
Addressing the Threat" (by the USA).

BWC/CONF.VIII/WP.20 - "Technological
Developments for the Decoding on new, old
and ancient infectious disease outbreaks and
incidents ' lessons for the BTWC" (by
Sweden).

BWC/CONF.VIII/WP.33 - "Ghana's Report
on the BWC Implementation Review
Exercise held in Accra, 19-20 October 2016"
(by Ghana).

The entire list of working papers, which is
much larger, covers all continents, and
reflects both  lingering issues still awaiting
being untangled, alongside with novel
avenues intended to cope with currently
developing menaces. The prospects within
those contexts are at times discouraging,
nevertheless. In that connection, the duality
marking modifying and engineering of
pathogens and toxins appears to constitute
an issue of utmost concern, presently.

Taking a broader perspective, though, the
very fact that since the anthrax envelope
bio-sabotage of 2001 - uncertainly claimed
to have had been conducted by an American
scientist6,7  - no major incident of biological
terrorism or warfare took place, worldwide,
might signify that actual competence to carry
out such or similar bio-sabotage operation
actually did not come into being within a
terror organization, encouragingly. The
Eighth Review Conference indeed appears
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to firmly pursue and tentatively ascertain
the continuity of such highly desirable
situation. At the same time, there are states
- both parties and non-parties to the BWC -
that do run offensive BW programs, either
in the form of an existing arsenal, or in the
form of an alignment specifically destined to
instantly ready an arsenal.

It is innately the essence of the BW domain
to persist in a way that can and in all
likelihood will always enable to, circumvent
some of the BWC articles or related
regulations. This endless interplay is apt to
remain for long, and seems to be the most
difficult one to cope with, as compared to all
other types of WMD. The recent BWC
Review Conference did face the relevant
challenges in a proper, perhaps optimal
manner, aiming to minimize the potential
circumvention space. Tangentially, it also
covered a variety of important issues that
concern vital aspects like biosafety,
biosecurity, pathogen and toxin engineering,
natural biohazards, epidemic emergencies,
preparedness, and consequential needs for
aid and collaboration. In that connection, yet,
may be incorporated the cardinal concept of
'One Health' - the collaborative effort of
multiple disciplines working locally,
nationally, and globally, to attain optimal
health for people, animals and the
environment.8 Such incorporation would be
in coherence with the multiplicity of
International Organizations and NGOs
participation in the conference, which is
indicative of desirable integration.

Endnotes:

1. Park DJ, Dudas G, Wohl S, et al. Ebola Virus
Epidemiology, Transmission, and Evolution
during Seven Months in Sierra Leone. Cell.
2015;161(7):1516-1526. doi:10.1016/
j.cell.2015.06.007.

 2. Rodriguez-Morales AJ, Bandeira AC, Franco-
Paredes C. The expanding spectrum of modes

of transmission of Zika virus: a global concern.
Annals of Clinical Microbiology and
Antimicrobials. 2016;15:13. doi:10.1186/
s12941-016-0128-2.

3.  MacIntyre C Raina, Biopreparedness in the
Age of Genetically Engineered Pathogens and
Open Access Science: An Urgent Need for a
Paradigm Shift, Mil Med 2015
Sep;180(9):943-9

4.  Shoham, D., Influenza type A virus: an
outstandingly protean pathogen and a potent
modular weapon; Critical Reviews in
Microbiology, vol 39, no 2, pp. 123-138, 2013

5.  The UN Office at Geneva - The Eighth Review
Conference of the Biological Weapons
Convention http://www.unog.ch/
__80256ee600585943.nsf/(httpPages)/
57a6e253edfb1111c1257 f39003ca243?
O p e n D o c u m e n t & E x p a n d S e c t i o n
=5%2C6%2C4%2C9%2C3#_Section5

6. Stephen E, Gary M, Greg G, Jim G, Mike W.
ProPublica, Was the FBI's Science Good
Enough to ID the Anthrax Killer? Scientific
American, October 11, 2011
w w w . s c i e n t i f i c a m e r i c a n . c o m /
article.cfm?id=fbi-science-good-enough-id-
anthrax-killer

7. Hugh-Jones ME, Rosenberg BH, Jacobsen S.
(2011). The 2001 anthrax attack: Key
observations. Journal of Bioterrorism &
Biodefense, Special Issue 3, http://
dx.doi.org/10.4172/2157-2526.S3-001
http://www.omicsonline.org/letter-to-the-
editor-in-response-to-the-2001-attack-
anthrax-key-observations-by-me-hugh-
jones-bh-rosenberg-and-s-jacobsen-journal-
of-bioterrorism-biodefense-s3001-2157-
2526.S3-002.php?aid=3660

8. The American Veterinary Medical
Association. One Health Initiative Task
Force. "One Health: A New Professional
Imperative". July 15, 2008. https://
www.avma.org/KB/Resources/Reports/
Documents/onehealth_final.pdf. Accessed
September 1, 2011
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TRENCH:
Curating Science,
History and
Military Strategy
to pave a path
towards
disarmament

Ms. Natallia Khaniejo

The author is a research intern at
IDSA. She has completed her
Bachelors from Lady Shri Ram
College and her Masters from
Miranda house Delhi University. She
is currently working on issues of

Cyber Security.

Summary

This piece examines the research
initiative TRENCH owned and run by
Dr. Jean Pascal Zanders. Dr. Zanders
specializes in Chemical and Biological
Warfare and is currently investigating
the possibilities and complications of
negotiating Global CBW disarmament
protocol.

   Kaleidoscope

Chemical and Biological Weapons are by
no means an emergent phenomenon.

While myth and history would date the usage
of such weapons back to the Hellenic age, the
emergence of modern chemical warfare can
be traced back to the use of Toxic Gas clouds
and other such Chemical weapons during the
World Wars. The civilizational devastation
that occurred as a result of using these
weapons has unfortunately not served as
enough of a deterrent to put such dangerous
military aids to rest. Instead, the recent
conflict in Syria and the rapid proliferation
of Non State Actors has led to a drastic
resurgence of such technologies. The
collateral damage that occurs upon the usage
of such weapons can potentially be lethal and
prolonged. The lack of preparedness and
preventive safeguards with respect to
dealing with such technologies is a cause for
concern and governments world over need
to recognize this threat and come together
to limit the spread of CBW material which
could undermine global security
architecture.

TRENCH, is a research initiative that aims
to examine the issue of Chemical Biological
Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) weapons
and their impact on global stability. It
engages with the need for CBRN
disarmament in order to rid society of
potential Weapons of Mass Destruction
(WMDs). TRENCH aims to "Recall where
Science, Research and Military Art
Converge”1  in order to "Challenge
Entrenched Positions”2  thereby effecting
change. It is owned by Dr. Jean Pascal
Zanders, an expert in Armament-
Disarmament policy particularly with respect
to Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear
(CBRN) warfare and Space conflict. He aims
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to use "Foresighting analysis" in order to
examine the viability of establishing a
disarmament protocol with respect to CBW/
CBRN warfare, while also examining the
meaning of disarmament in the global
context in today's day and age. As someone
who served as a Project Leader with SIPRI
and the director of Geneva's Bio Weapons
Prevention Project (BWPP) he poses the
requisite insight to marry theory with praxis
in his examination of emergent CBW trends
and analysis. As on 2016, he has also been
added as a member to the Organization for
Prevention of Chemical Weapons' (OPCW)
Advisory Board on Education and Outreach.
(ABEO)

The TRENCH research initiative mirrors his
vision of a need for global disarmament and
raises challenging questions regarding the
current global environment and its
increasing inability to combat malevolent
global threats. The organization specializes
in Armament Dynamics, Disarmament
Dynamics, Terrorism and Foresighting
Analysis. They also provide Introductory as
well as Advanced courses with emphasis on
understanding and decoding the global
security architecture. While Armament and
Disarmament Dynamics remain common to
most security study initiatives, Foresighting
Analysis is a relatively recent concept that
aims to use trend analysis to evaluate
potential challenges to Disarmament
discourse. The organization provides
"Multisectorial trends analysis relating to
International Security and Conflict.”3

The initiative runs an up to date blog that
examines the emergent developments in
CBW news. There is also a community forum
which can be used to engage in discussion
regarding the current global security
architecture. Furthermore in a section called
"Recalling the Trench", the research
initiative provides readers with historical
insight into the emergence of the CBW

environment by examining the usage of
Chemical weapons in World War I. An
excerpt from Dr. Zanders' paper on the
Destruction of Chemical Munitions in
Belgium, is used to trace the historical
emergence of Chemical Weapons in the
Modern era through the four phases of
Chemical Weapons usage in World War I
primarily involving cloud gas attacks. This
helps situate and contextualize the usage of
Sarin and Mustard Gas by Non-State Actors
today, in a historical tradition.

Currently, TRENCH is engaged in several
projects and is collaborating with the United
Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs
(UNODA), Biological and Toxins Weapons
Convention (BTWC), towards assisting with
the "startup of projects under the Council
Decision and implementation of the project
elements in preparation of the 8th BTWC
Review Conference (November 2016)”4.
They are also involved in the "Educational
Model on Chemical Warfare" which is an
'educational project' run by the Peace
Research Institute of Frankfurt.

Their past projects involve a plethora of
Monographs, Presentations and Chapters for
various forums and organizations on
multilingual platforms. These include edited
volumes such as Innocence Slaughtered: Gas
and the transformation of Warfare and
Society5, as well as contributions to Journals
such as Contemporary Security Policy6. The
complete list of Publications can be accessed
through the links provided in the endnotes.7

TRENCH also provides Dr. Zanders'
presentations from global CBW conventions
and disarmament dialogues, a key example
of which would be the presentation for the
OPCW ABEO, and the BWC presentation.
These presentations provide key insights
into the current Chemical and Biological
security framework that is in place and the
trends that might emerge in the near future.
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TRENCH's key emphasis remains the
examination of the armament -
disarmament nexus and the implications
current patterns might have on future
Global scenarios. The usage of Chemical
weapons by IS is a serious cause for concern
and there is a need therefore, for systematic
engagement and deconstruction of an issue
that is increasingly becoming a global threat.
TRENCH has held several events over the
course of 2016 to deal with spreading
information and awareness regarding the
growing proliferation of CBW materials and
the need to work towards global
disarmament. Dr. Zanders has held
workshops, lecture cycles and several other
initiatives to increase CBW awareness. He
has also reviewed the efficacy of current
conventional matrices in place for the control
of the CBRN, WMD threat. The events
calendar provides insight into the various
workshops and courses taking place across
the world and the latest developments with
respect to CBRN Security awareness.

TRENCH, as a research initiative, uses
foresight methodology, and trend analysis to
engage with a chaotic, constantly evolving
global security architecture. It uses available
resources to provide an objective approach
to global CBW trends and emphasizes the
need to evaluate history to accurately
combat potential future threats.

Endnotes:

 1.  As depicted on http://www.the-trench.org/
accessed on December 10, 2016

 2. http://www.the-trench.org/ Accessed on
December 10, 2016

3.  As stated on http://www.the-trench.org/
areas/ Accessed on December 12, 2016

 4. ht tp ://www.the- trench.org/current-
projects/ Accessed on December 13,2016

5. http://www.the-trench.org/publications/
monographs-and-edited-volumes/ Uniform
Press, 2016, London. Accessed on December
13, 2016

6. http://www.the-trench.org/publications/
monographs-and-edited-volumes/ Vol. 36,
No. 2 'Denying Disarmament'

 7. http://www.the-trench.org/publications/
Accessed on December 15, 2016
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Chemical and Biological News

NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENTS

Iran sought Chemical and Biological
weapons in 2015, says German intel

Benjamin Weinthal in Berlin, July 11, 2016

Iran aggressively pursued biological and
chemical weapons technology even as it
negotiated an international deal to drop its
nuclear program, according to a German
intelligence report that followed a similar
finding the Islamic Republic sought nuclear
materials.

The revelation, in a report by the state of
Rhineland-Palatinate's intelligence agency,
found the Islamic Republic's operatives
targeted German companies whose
equipment could be "implemented for
atomic, biological and chemical weapons in a
war."

"These goods could, for example, be applied
to the development of state nuclear and
missile delivery programs," said the
intelligence experts.

Another passage in the document notes that,
"special attention was paid in the report's
time period to proliferation-relevant
activities of Iran, Pakistan and North Korea."

Just last week, FoxNews.com reported that
Germany's Federal intelligence agency
revealed in its annual report that Iran has a
"clandestine" effort to seek illicit nuclear
technology and equipment from German
companies "at what is, even by international
standards, a quantitatively high level."

The local intelligence agencies are
comparable to regional FBI offices.

This week marks the one-year anniversary
of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
negotiated by the U.S. and other world
powers to restrict Tehran's vast nuclear
project. The deal with Iran's anti-American
regime is widely considered to be President
Obama's landmark foreign policy agreement.

A FoxNew.com review of the voluminous
German intelligence data and reports show
Iran's secret activities were documented in
half of Germany's 16 states.

It is not known how many attempts the
Islamic Republic made to illegally secure
technology across Germany.

The German state of Baden-Württemberg
said in its intelligence report that Iran
currently lacks the ability to produce certain
essential parts for nuclear, chemical and
biological weaponry and instead tries to get
it from Western companies.

"In addition to vacuum technology, there is
special interest in machine tools, high-speed
cameras, and climate test control chambers,"
the report said.

A militant pro-IRGC (Iran's Revolutionary
Guard Corps) media website Young
Journalists Club termed the German
intelligence reports to be "laughable."

German and U.S. officials claim Iran's illicit
procurement efforts took place before the
January implementation date of the nuclear
agreement. However, a Wall Street Journal
report cited two German intelligence officials
who said illegal procurement efforts by Iran
extended into this year.

In response to the German Federal
intelligence report, U.S. Sen. Mark Kirk said
on Thursday:
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"I strongly opposed the flawed nuclear deal
because Iran would keep cheating, as shown
by Iran's numerous ballistic missile tests
aimed at threatening Israel, and now by the
German intelligence report on Iran's
aggressive efforts to secretly buy nuclear and
missile technology," said Kirk, R- Ill.

The deputy head of the Revolutionary
Guards, Brig. Gen. Hossein Salami, said on
Friday the Islamic Republic has more than
100,000 missiles in Lebanon ready for the
“annihilation” of Israel.

http://www.foxnews.com/world/2016/
0 7 / 1 1 / i r a n - s o u g h t - c h e m i c a l - a n d -
bio logica l -weapons- in-2015-says-
german-intel.html

'Dangerous Infection' Russian
biological warfare troops rushed to
Arctic after outbreak of lethal
Anthrax hospitalises 40

Will Stewart, July 29, 2016

Biological warfare troops have been rushed
to the Russian Arctic amid growing concerns
over a serious anthrax outbreak. A total of
40 people - more than half of them children
- are now hospitalised amid fears they may
have contracted the deadly infection.

This follows the death of 1,200 reindeer
suspected of contracting the disease after a
contaminated corpse -  buried at least 70
years ago - thawed because of a heatwave in
the Yamal peninsula in northern Siberia.

Russian experts have blamed global
warming for the prolonged high
temperatures - of up to 35C - at the  Tarko-
Sale Faktoria camp, north of the Arctic Circle.
There were dramatic scenes as the Russian
army's Chemical, Radioactive and Biological
Protection Corps, equipped with masks and
bio-warfare protective clothing, flew to

regional capital Salekhard on a military Il-
76 aircraft to deal with the emergency.

They were deployed by Defence Minister
Sergei Shoigu to carry laboratory tests on
the ground, detect and eliminate the focal
point of the infection, and to dispose safely
of dead animals. Eight new people were
admitted for observation to hospital in
Salekhard on Friday, bringing the total to 40,
said officials, as reported by The Siberian
Times.

"As of now, there is no single diagnosis of the
dangerous infection," said a spokesman for
the governor of Yamalo-Nenets, Dmitry
Kobylkin. Those in hospital are all from a
dozen nomadic families who herd reindeer
in the far north of Russia.

Medics were taking precautions to hospitalise
any of the 'at risk' group who showed any
symptoms of ill health. More than half those
in hospital are children, some of them babies.
Other herders have been evacuated at least
40 miles from the scene of the outbreak, first
identified a week ago. Anna Popova, director
of state health watchdog Rospotrebnadzor,
warned: "We need to be ready for any
manifestations and return of infection."

The concern follows an outbreak of the
Bubonic Plage in the Altai Mountains in
southern Siberia earlier this month.
Professor Florian Stammler, of the
University of Lapland, Finland, knows the
site where the outbreak occurred and
described it as a reindeer junction used by
many herders.

"Due to the high mobility of herders using
this site, utmost care has to be taken for
preventing of anthrax being spread all over
the Yamal Peninsula," he said.

Venison from this region is exported to
Britain and other EU countries but local
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officials insisted the precautions they are
taking will prevent any threat to this lucrative
industry. A spokesman for the governor
insisted: 'This case won't affect exports or
the quality of meat.'

Russian experts say the hot summer led to
the frozen infection being "unlocked by the
thawing of a diseased carcass from a long
time ago", reported the news website. If
correct, there is real concern of centuries-
old infections reappearing in permafrost
regions like Siberia.

The Sakha Republic, east of this region, has
some 200 burial grounds of animals that
succumbed to anthrax in the past. Tarko Sale
Faktoriya, the focus of the outbreak at Yamal
Peninsula The army unit deployed on Friday
is equipped with military helicopters as well
as off road vehicles.

They face what the region governor calls  'an
extremely challenging task of liquidating the
consequences - and disinfecting the focus -
of the infection. "I think this perhaps will be
the first in the world operation  cleaning up
a territory of mass deer mortality over such
distances in the tundra," he said.

Anthrax is an infection caused by the
bacterium Bacillus anthracis, which has been
developed as an agent of warfare. Among its
forms are inhalation, which leads to fever,
chest pain, and shortness of breath. The
intestinal form presents with nausea,
vomiting, diarrhoea, or abdominal pain. Until
the 20th century, it killed hundreds of
thousands of people and livestock each year.

h t t p s : / / w w w . t h e s u n . c o . u k / n e w s /
1525256/russian-biological-warfare-
troops-rushed-to-arctic-after-outbreak-
of-lethal-anthrax-hospitalises-40/

Dozens ill after suspected chlorine
attack in Syria

Kareem Shaheen in Beirut, August 2, 2016

More than two dozen people have been
injured in a suspected chemical attack on a
town in northern Syria, a doctor who treated
the victims and aid workers said. The attack,
using a gas cylinder laced with chlorine,
targeted the town of Saraqeb in Idlib
province, which is under opposition control,
and near where a Russian helicopter was shot
down on Monday. It came almost exactly a
year after the UN Security Council adopted
a resolution that set a 12 month-deadline to
identify the perpetrators of chlorine attacks
in Syria. The deadline expires next week.

Ibrahim al-Assaad, a doctor who treated the
victims, said none of the 29 injured he saw
exhibited physical wounds. "All of them had
breathing and lung problems, spanning mild,
moderate and severe symptoms, while
coughing and having bloodshot eyes," he said.
"They smelled of chlorine, and the civil
defence workers who rescued them said the
site of the attack also smelled strongly of
chlorine." "It is impossible to get used to this
pain we see," he added. "Impossible."

The suspected chemical attack occurred
against a backdrop of escalating warfare
across Syria and particularly in the
neighbouring province of Aleppo, where
rebels have launched a wide-ranging
offensive to break a weeks-long siege on the
opposition-held east of the city.

Syrian Civil Defense, a rescue service that
operates in opposition-held areas, said it had
transferred at least 30 victims with
breathing problems to a hospital after what
they described as an attack using a toxic gas
that smelled like chlorine. The organisation
published images and videos of the victims
of the alleged attack, which it described as
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bombings and all the buildings around the
hospital are either destroyed or damaged,
and the tent is gone as well." Last week, the
town's local council said its blood bank and a
first aid centre were both destroyed in
airstrikes, the latest in what aid groups say
is a systematic campaign against medical
facilities. On Monday, the Russian defence
ministry said a helicopter carrying five
service members was shot down near
Saraqeb, hours before the suspected chlorine
attack. The entire crew were killed, in what
was the single deadliest incident for
Moscow's troops since they intervened to
shore up the Assad regime last October.

In the neighbouring province of Aleppo,
thousands of rebel fighters have launched a
broad offensive that they said was aimed at
breaking a siege imposed by the government
and its allied militias on the eastern portion
of the city, which is controlled by the
opposition and has a quarter of a million
civilians. But the aims of the offensive appear
now to be broader than simply breaking the
siege, with rebel fighters apparently racing
to sever government supply lines in an effort
to cut off their territory in the suburbs from
the city.

Moscow has continued to insist - in the face
of international condemnation and US calls
for restraint - that it has opened
humanitarian corridors for civilians to flee
the besieged eastern half of the city, but few
residents appear to have taken advantage
of the proposal in the midst of ongoing
fighting. A statement signed by 35
humanitarian and human rights NGOs said
the proposal was "deeply flawed" and urged
an end to "the use of brutal siege tactics and
illegal attacks on civilians."

https://www.theguardian.com/world/
2016/aug/02/chlorine-attack-syria-
dozens-ill-saraqeb-idlib

being intended to "spread fear and panic
among civilians". Local people said a
helicopter dropped cylinders from the sky
on to the town - an approach that would fit
the modus operandi of previous air raids that
used chlorine and were blamed on the
regime of Bashar al-Assad.

Residents of Saraqeb said they heard the
helicopter at 11.25pm on Monday, followed
by the impact of two cylinders that caused
muted explosions.

Much of Assad's chemical weapons
programme was dismantled under an
agreement brokered in 2013 between the US
and Russia, after the Obama administration
threatened military strikes in retaliation for
a sarin gas attack by on the suburbs of
Damascus. Assad's government was blamed
for the attack, which killed 1,400 people and
sparked worldwide condemnation, but he
denied responsibility.

But chlorine is not banned under the terms
of the treaty on the prohibition of chemical
weapons, as it also has domestic and
industrial uses such as water purification.
Last year, medical workers said they had
documented as many as 35 attacks that
deployed chlorine between mid-March and
May alone in Idlib, causing more than 1,000
injuries and nine deaths, including wounding
civil defence workers.

Assaad, the Saraqeb doctor, said recent
airstrikes in the vicinity of his hospital had
destroyed an extension built by aid groups
that provided first aid treatment to chemical
attack victims, disinfecting them before they
entered the main hospital structure.

"We used to have a sort of 'chemical tent' to
separate the victims of chemical attacks and
purify them before taking them to the
hospital," he said. "But there were a lot of
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Examples include chemical products used by
industry such as herbicides or pesticides that
can be turned into weapons or biological
agents created using your typical research
lab equipment. For example, Australian
researchers exploring ways to control the
mouse population unexpectedly produced a
lethal mousepox virus.

Governments often have limited knowledge
of chemical production since it is the preserve
of the private sector. Often these facilities
are not as well secured as government
facilities.

Kenya, with the help of the US, has just taken
steps to prevent terrorists laying their hands
on biomedical toxins that could be used to
make biological weapons. The country has
been the target of deadly attacks by al-
Shabaab terrorists in recent times.

WHAT IS KNOWN

Egypt decided to concentrate on increasing
conventional forces, and chemical and
biological weapons, rather than nuclear
weapons. It is also one of the few states to
have used chemical weapons in wartime in
the 1960s. In the 1980s Egypt intensified its
biological activity, working closely with Iraq.
Information on its current programmes is
limited.

The country has been very vocal on the
subject of the Chemical Weapons Convention.
It justifies the fact that it has not signed the
convention on the grounds that Israel has
also not ratified it.

South Sudan is the only other remaining
African country that's not party to the
convention. The newly established country
was believed to be on the receiving end of
chemical weapons attacks in early 2016. The
accusation was that the Sudanese Army used

Assessing the risk from Africa as Libya
loses its chemical weapons

Scott Firsing, September 23, 2016

Libya's remaining chemical weapons left
over from the Gaddafi regime are now being
safely disposed of in a German facility. This
eliminates the risk of them falling into the
wrong hands. But can these same hands
acquire weapons of mass destruction from
the rest of Africa?

Weapons of mass destruction are commonly
broken into four categories: chemical,
biological, radiological and nuclear.

Chemical agents include choking agents
(chlorine), blister agents (mustard), blood
agents (hydrogen cyanide and nerve agents
as well as sarin or VX). Biological weapons
involve a microorganism such as bacteria
(anthrax is an example), fungi or a virus
(such as smallpox) and toxins. Radiological
attack material is usually combined with
radioactive material in conventional
explosives while a full nuclear detention
involves fission.

There is limited open source information on
African countries' current biological and
chemical weapons programmes. And all
African countries, with just two exceptions-
Egypt and South Sudan - have signed the
Chemical Weapons Convention which
commits countries to destroy all stockpiles.
No African state at the moment possesses
nuclear weapons.

State-owned stockpiles of weapons of mass
destruction on the continent are therefore
not the biggest threat. Rather there is
growing concern about dual-use goods.
These are materials that are primarily
produced for peaceful purposes but can also
be used for deadly purposes.
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such weapons during fighting in the Lanyi
and Mundri areas. The UN Mission in South
Sudan investigated and declared no signs of
chemical weapons and that smoke inhaled
by children may have come from either
conventional weapons or teargas.

Sudan was believed at one point to be
pursuing biological weapons and to possess
VX nerve gas. But open source evidence is
inconclusive.

THE CASE OF LIBYA

Unlike its chemical weapons programme,
Libya's biological weapons never really came
to life. It allegedly sought assistance for the
programme from countries like Cuba and
Pakistan, and tried to recruit apartheid era
South African scientists. American and
British specialists invited to Libya in 2003
found no concrete evidence of an ongoing
biological effort.

Libya was more successful in its nuclear
programme, which Gaddafi gave up in 2003.
The last of Libya's highly enriched uranium
left the country on a Russian chartered plane
on December 21 2009. The country retains
a stockpile of natural uranium ore
concentrate, also known as yellow cake,
which is stored in a former military facility
near Sebha in the south of the country.
According to the US State Department, (the
risk of trafficking and proliferation of this
material is low, due to) the bulk and weight
of the storage containers and the need for
extensive additional processing before the
material would be suitable for weapons
purposes.

NUCLEAR ON THE CONTINENT

Today, highly enriched uranium is an
extremely rare commodity in Africa. Since
Libya's clean out in 2009, only Ghana,
Nigeria, and South Africa still have stocks.

Ghana and Nigeria each possess less than 1
kilogram.

During the apartheid era in South Africa the
government's Project Coast focused on the
development of chemical weapons and
various drugs like mandrax. South Africa
developed six and a half nuclear bombs that
were eventually dismantled. South Africa's
Pelindaba research centre still houses large
quantities of weapons grade material.

Other nuclear facilities in Africa do exist. Of
the world's 243 operational research
reactors, only 10 are in Africa. This includes
research reactors typically found at
universities. Their lower enriched nuclear
material can be used to make a dirty
radiological bomb.

NON-STATE ACTORS AND LESS SECURE
SPACES

Intelligence reports have indicated that
groups such as Al Qaeda in the Maghreb have
made multiple attempts to manufacture
materials for weapons of mass destruction.

Analysts also envision militants known as
suicide infectors visiting an area with an
infectious disease outbreak like Ebola to
purposely infect themselves and then using
air travel to carry out the attack. Reports
from 2009 show 40 al-Qaeda linked
militants being killed by the plague at a
training camp in Algeria. There were claims
that they were developing the disease as a
weapon.

Islamic State has already produced and used
toxic chemicals such as mustard and chlorine
gas. In Africa, an Islamic State cell in
Morocco was planning an attack involving six
jars of sulphur-containing chemical fertiliser
which when heated can release a fatally toxic
gas and possibly the tetanus toxin. According
to Iraqi and US intelligence officials, Islamic
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State is aggressively pursuing further
development of chemical weapons and has
set up a branch dedicated to research and
experiments using scientists from
throughout the Middle East.

The disposal of Libya's chemical weapons has
lowered the risk of weapons of mass
destruction in Africa. But we have seen how
far non-state actors are willing to go to either
produce or steal such weapons.

The threat they pose cannot be ignored.
African countries, with help from bilateral
partners and the international community,
has broadened its non-proliferation focus. It
will need to keep doing so if the goal is to
effectively counter this threat.

http://www.news24.com/Africa/News/
assessing-the-risk-from-africa-as-libya-
loses-its-chemical-weapons-20160923

Over and over again, the [US] military
has conducted dangerous biowarfare
experiments on Americans

Kevin Loria, September 25, 2016

On September 20, 1950, a US Navy ship
just off the coast of San Francisco used a giant
hose to spray a cloud of microbes into the air
and into the city's famous fog. The military
was testing how a biological weapon attack
would affect the 800,000 residents of the
city. The people of San Francisco had no idea.

The Navy continued the tests for seven days,
potentially causing at least one death. It was
one of the first large-scale biological weapon
trials that would be conducted under a "germ
warfare testing program" that went on for
20 years, from 1949 to 1969. The goal "was
to deter [the use of biological weapons]
against the United States and its allies and
to retaliate if deterrence failed," the
government explained later. "Fundamental
to the development of a deterrent strategy

was the need for a thorough study and
analysis of our vulnerability to overt and
covert attack."

Of the 239 known tests in that program, San
Francisco was notable for two reasons,
according to Dr. Leonard Cole, who
documented the episode in his book "Clouds
of Secrecy: The Army's Germ Warfare Tests
Over Populated Areas."

Cole, now the director of the Terror Medicine
and Security Program at Rutgers New
Jersey Medical School, tells Business Insider
that this incident was "notable: first, because
it was really early in the program ... but also
because of the extraordinary coincidence
that took place at Stanford Hospital,
beginning days after the Army's tests had
taken place."

Hospital staff were so shocked at the
appearance of a patient infected with a
bacteria, Serratia marcescens, that had
never been found in the hospital and was rare
in the area, that they published an article
about it in a medical journal. The patient,
Edward Nevin, died after the infection spread
to his heart. S. marcescens was one of the
two types of bacteria the Navy ship had
sprayed over the Bay Area. It wasn't until
the 1970s that Americans, as Cole wrote in
the book, "learned that for decades they had
been serving as experimental animals for
agencies of their government." San Francisco
wasn't the first or the last experiment on
citizens who hadn't given informed consent.

Other experiments involved testing mind-
altering drugs on unsuspecting citizens. In
one shocking, well-known incident,
government researchers studied the effects
of syphilis on black Americans without
informing the men that they had the disease
- they were told they had "bad blood."
Researchers withheld treatment after it
became available so they could continue
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studying the illness, despite the devastating
and life-threatening implications of doing so
for the men and their families. But it was the
germ warfare tests that Cole focused on.

"All these other tests, while terrible, they
affected people counted in the hundreds at
most," he says. "But when you talk about
exposing millions of people to potential harm,
by spreading around certain chemicals or
biological agents, the quantitative effect of
that is just unbelievable."

"Every one of the [biological and chemical]
agents the Army used had been challenged"
by medical reports, he says, despite the
Army's contention in public hearings that
they'd selected "harmless simulants" of
biological weapons. "They're all considered
pathogens now," Cole says.

Here are some of the other difficult-to-
believe germ warfare experiments that
occurred during this dark chapter in US
history. These tests were documented in
Cole's book and verified by Business Insider
using congressional reports and archived
news articles.

http://www.bus iness ins ider .com/
military-government-secret-experiments-
biological-chemical-weapons-2016-
9?IR=T

ISIS suspected of mustard attack
against US and Iraqi troops

Barbara Starr, September 27, 2016

ISIS is suspected of firing a shell with
mustard agent that landed at the Qayyara
air base in Iraq Tuesday where US and Iraqi
troops are operating, according to several US
officials.

The shell was categorized by officials as either
a rocket or artillery shell. After it landed on
the base, just south of Mosul, US troops

tested it and received an initial reading for a
chemical agent they believe is mustard. No
US troops were hurt or have displayed
symptoms of exposure to mustard agent. US
officials said Tuesday that additional testing
had definitely concluded that a mustard
agent was not used in the attack.

Last week, another official had said the agent
had "low purity" and was "poorly
weaponized." A second official called it
"ineffective." A US defense official said troops
had gone out to look at the ordnance after it
landed. Based on seeing what they thought
was a suspect substance, two field tests were
conducted.

The first test was positive and the second
was negative, the official said. The substance
is now being sent to a lab for further
examination.

DECONTAMINATION PRECAUTION

US troops involved in the incident went
through decontamination showers as a
precaution. No troops have shown any
symptoms of exposure, such as skin
blistering. CNN has reported on previous
instances where ISIS has fired rounds with
mustard agents in Iraq and Syria.

"I don't know of a case like this where it was
proximate to US forces like this before," said
one military official, noting that "potentially"
the rocket round was "within hundreds of
yards" of the US forces and "within the
security perimeter" of the base. The US
officials said they "had expected" that ISIS
might try use chemical weapons as US and
Iraqi forces push towards Mosul in an effort
to take the city back from ISIS. Several
hundred US troops are using the base as a
staging area for supporting Iraqi forces.

All of this has led the Pentagon to assess on
a preliminary basis that it was ISIS that fired
at the base, since the terror group has been
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making mustard agent for some time. In the
course of its air campaign against ISIS, US
airstrikes have hit several locations the US
believes are production sites for mustard
agent. US officials emphasized that mustard
agent is relatively easy to produce, and they
continue to hit suspected manufacturing sites
when they find them. US troops are routinely
outfitted with protective gear in the event
of a chemical weapons attack.

http://edition.cnn.com/2016/09/21/
politics/mustard-gas-us-troops/

U.S.-Backed Forces Prepare For ISIS
To Use Chemical Weapons In Mosul

Phil Stewart and Idrees Ali, October 19,
2016

The United States expects Islamic State to
use crude chemical weapons as it tries to
repel an Iraqi-led offensive on the city of
Mosul, U.S. officials say, although adding that
the group's technical ability to develop such
weapons is highly limited. U.S. forces have
begun to regularly collect shell fragments to
test for possible chemical agents, given
Islamic State's use of mustard agent in the
months before Monday's launch of the Mosul
offensive, one official said. In a previously
undisclosed incident, U.S. forces confirmed
the presence of a sulfur mustard agent on
Islamic State munition fragments on Oct. 5,
a second official said. The Islamic State had
targeted local forces, not U.S. or coalition
troops.

"Given ISIL's reprehensible behaviour and
flagrant disregard for international standards
and norms, this event is not surprising," the
second official told Reuters, speaking on
condition of anonymity, and using an
acronym for Islamic State. U.S. officials do
not believe Islamic State has been successful
so far at developing chemical weapons with
particularly lethal effects, meaning that

conventional weapons are still the most
dangerous threat for advancing Iraqi and
Kurdish forces - and any foreign advisers
who get close enough.

Sulfur mustard agents can cause blistering
on exposed skin and lungs. At low doses,
however, that would not be deadly.

Roughly 5,000 U.S. forces are in Iraq. More
than 100 of them are embedded with Iraqi
and Kurdish Peshmerga forces involved with
the Mosul offensive, advising commanders
and helping them ensure coalition air power
hits the right targets, officials said. Still, those
forces are not at the front lines, they added.

HUMAN SHIELDS

The fall of Mosul would signal the defeat of
the ultra-hardline Sunni jihadists in Iraq but
could also lead to land grabs and sectarian
bloodletting between groups that fought one
another after the 2003 overthrow of
Saddam Hussein. U.S. President Barack
Obama estimated on Thursday that perhaps
1 million civilians were still in Mosul, creating
a challenge for Iraq and its Western backers
trying to expel the group through force. "If
we aren't successful in helping ordinary
people as they're fleeing from ISIL, then that
makes us vulnerable to seeing ISIL return,"
Obama told reporters in Washington.

The International Organization for
Migration's Iraq chief, Thomas Weiss, said
on Tuesday he expected Islamic State
militants to use Mosul residents as human
shields and lent his voice to concerns about
the dangers of chemical agents. The IOM had
not managed to procure many gas masks
yet, despite those risks, Weiss said from
Baghdad. "We also fear, and there has been
some evidence that ISIL might be using
chemical weapons. Children, the elderly,
disabled, will be particularly vulnerable,"
Weiss said.
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Attacking Iraqi forces are still 12 to 30 miles
(20 to 50 km) from the city itself and U.S.
officials believe that Islamic State is most
likely to use chemical weapons later in the
campaign, in what could be a difficult,
protracted battle. The leader of Islamic State
was reported to be among thousands of
hardline militants still in the city, suggesting
the group would go to great lengths to repel
the coalition. American officials believe some
of Islamic State's best fighters are in Mosul.

http://www.reuters.com/article/us-
mideast-crisis-iraq-chemicalweapons-
idUSKCN12I2WZ

ISIS could unleash car bombs and
chemical weapons on Europe as new
terror tactics employed, Europol
warns

Lizzie Dearden, December 2, 2016

Isis is likely to carry out new terror attacks
across Europe in the "near future" as jihadis
consider car bombings, chemical weapons
and other methods to maximise casualties,
security services have warned.

A new report by Europol, the EU-wide law
enforcement agency, found that the terrorist
group was changing its modus operandi as
militants are driven out of key strongholds
in Syria and Iraq. Britain is among the top
targets for atrocities, with at least 12
attempted attacks foiled in the past three
years, and the threat level could now be
increasing with the return of defeated foreign
fighters with weapons training and links to
Isis commanders. Gilles de Kerchove, the
EU's counter-terror coordinator, said the
danger will last for years as battles against
Isis continue in the Middle East and North
Africa. "These people are trained to use
explosives and firearms and they have been
indoctrinated by the jihadist ideology," he
added. "An effective response requires a

comprehensive approach and long term
commitment."

Intelligence services estimate that several
dozen jihadis under Isis' direction are already
present in Europe with the capability to
commit terrorist attacks, but Europol warns
of the additional risk of "lone wolf" terrorists
who have no direct contact with the group.
While the deadliest attacks so far, in Paris
on 13 November 2015, were directed by Isis
and carried out by militants deployed from
its Syrian territories, the Nice attack and a
succession of terrorist murders in France,
Belgium and Germany were committed by
extremists with no external aid or training.

Europol's report, by the European Counter
Terrorism Centre, said the vast majority of
attackers in Europe have been young men
with a criminal past, who feel discriminated,
humiliated and marginalised in society, and
may have mental health issues. Not all are
strict Muslims and may have recently
converted to the religion, or solely to Isis
ideology, either on their own or through
terrorist recruiters. "Religion may thus not
be the initial or primary driver of the
radicalisation process, but merely offering a
'window of opportunity' to overcome
personal issues," analysts said.

The report raised concern that Syrian
refugees may be targeted by recruiters as
Isis seeks to gather support for its cause by
"inflaming the migration crisis to polarise the
EU population and turn sections of it against
those seeking asylum".

The group uses a network of recruiters as
well as a sophisticated propaganda machine
churning out videos, magazines, terror
manuals and websites aimed at gathering
supporters and inciting attacks.

Abu Mohammad al-Adnani, the Isis
propaganda chief who was killed in a drone
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strike in August, released a video in May
calling on anyone prevented from travelling
to the so-called "caliphate" to wage jihad in
their home countries. "Make examples of the
crusaders, day and night, scaring them and
terrorising them, until every neighbour fears
his neighbour," he urged ahead of a fresh
spate of attacks in Europe. "Know that your
targeting [of] those who are called 'civilians'
is more beloved to us and more effective, as
it is more harmful, painful, and a greater
deterrent to them."

Europol warned that potential targets are
difficult to predict as all countries
participating in the US-led coalition's air
strikes have been singled out in propaganda
videos, with a growing preference for "soft
targets" like public transport that have little
security and provoke "maximum fear".

"Indiscriminate attacks have a very powerful
effect on the public in general, which is one
of the main goals of terrorism: to seriously
intimidate a population," the report said,
adding that attacking critical infrastructure
like power grids and nuclear facilities is
"currently not a priority".

Europol also says the consensus among
intelligence agencies in EU member states is
that "the cyber capabilities of terrorist
groups are still relatively low", but adds that
"the possibility of terrorist-affiliated cyber
groups engaging in cyber warfare sponsored
by Nation States - those with capacities to
engage in this type of attacks - should not be
discounted."

Terrorists are known to have acquired hand
grenades, rocket launchers, and high-grade
plastic explosives and detonators from
organised crime groups in Europe, while Isis
magazines contain instructions on making
TATP - the homemade explosive used in the
Paris and Brussels attacks, as well as the
2005 London bombings. Europol said suicide
bombings, shootings, car rammings and

stabbings are likely to remain the main mean
of attacks as terrorists turn to the most easily
available weapons. But its report warned that
methods used in atrocities in Syria and Iraq
may be exported to Europe, including car
bombs, kidnappings, extortion and the
possible use of chemical or biological
weapons. Moroccan authorities dismantled
an Isis cell planning attacks potentially
involving chemical weapons in February,
discovering biological agents among a cache
of weapons from Libya to foil a "catastrophic"
attack.

Libya, which remains locked in a continuing
civil war following the British-backed ousting
of Muammar Gaddafi, threatens to become
"a second springboard" for Isis attacks on
Europe, Europol's report warned. Militants
are losing ground in their stronghold of Sirte,
but the country is still a major destination
for foreign fighters, bolstered by a free flow
of weapons and "unlimited places in which
jihadists could be trained for future terrorist
attacks".

The report also warned that Isis was not the
only group with the intent and capability to
carry out atrocities in the West, with al-
Qaeda and its former affiliate Jabhat al-
Nusra continuing to inspire attacks including
the Charlie Hebdo massacre.

Rob Wainwright, the director of Europol, said
police and security services were intensifying
cooperation to combat the threat, causing an
increase in terror arrests and the foiling of
several plots.

"This shows that the increased cooperation
and exchange of data between all relevant
services across Europe is a successful means
to mitigate the threat posed by Isis," he
added.  "Nevertheless, this report shows
that the threat is still high and includes
diverse components which can be only
tackled by even better collaboration."
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The report concluded that the scale,
frequency and impact of terror attacks was
rising in the EU and that new attempts are
"likely to take place in the near future",
adding: "As long as Isis remains a factor in
Syria and Iraq, and even if they are defeated
there, they will continue with their attempts
to encourage and organise terrorist attacks
in the EU."

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/
europe/isis-terror-attacks-plots-europe-uk-
britain-france-islamic-state-europol-report-
car-bombs-chemical-a7451591.html

DISARMAMENT

Three States Parties Welcome
Assistance in Implementing the
Chemical Weapons Convention

December 5, 2016

Myanmar, Nepal and Tanzania gained
specialist knowledge in drafting national
legislation to implement the provisions of the
Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC), at the
Sixteenth Session of the Internship
Programme for Legal Drafters and National
Authority Representatives in The Hague
from 14 - 18 November 2016.

During the five-day Internship Programme,
the Implementation Support Branch (ISB)
of the Organisation for the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons (OPCW) equipped
participants with the skills needed to
complete draft legislation that fulfils the
provisions of the CWC and meets the
requirements of their respective States
Parties' national legislation.

After two days of presentations on the CWC
and three days of drafting sessions, each of
the six participants presented their draft
proposals along with a comprehensive
national implementation action plan. The
plan included a provisional timeline for the

adoption of the CWC implementing
legislation; the main stages of their national
legislative adoption process; and outlined
factors that could impede the process.

The participants acknowledged the
significance and effectiveness of the
Internship Programme for enhancing their
knowledge of the CWC and the ability in
drafting national legislation.

Since its launch in 2012, the Internship
Programme has benefited 32 States Parties.
Among these, Cape Verde, Grenada,
Panama, Paraguay and Uganda have
successfully enacted national legislation,
while the others are at various stages of the
adoption process.

The next session of the Internship
Programme will take place in February 2017.

https://www.opcw.org/news/article/
three-states-parties-welcome-assistance-
in-implementing-the-chemical-weapons-
convention/

FG, ECOWAS move against Chemical,
Biological weapons

Omeiza Ajayi, November 1, 2016

As part of measures to stave off a possible
terrorist resort to the use of chemical and
biological weapons, the Federal Government
is working with the Economic Community of
West African States, ECOWAS, to halt the
proliferation of such weapons. This, the
government hopes to achieve, by ensuring
stricter control of the purchase and use of
the weapons. Permanent Secretary, Political
Affairs, in the Office of the Secretary to the
Government of the Federation, Ambassador
Olukunle Bamgbose, announced at the
opening of a five-day National Workshop on
Assistance and Protection Against Chemical
Weapons in Abuja yesterday. The workshop,
which was organized in collaboration with the
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Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons, seeks to strengthen the
understanding of actors in handling issues
relating to chemical and biological weapons.
Olukunle, who is also the Chairman, National
Authority on Chemical and Biological
Weapons Convention, said the collaboration
with ECOWAS would deepen import controls
within the sub-region. He said: "The
chemical weapons imported into the country
are used for the purposes for which they are
meant and government also makes sure that
these chemicals do not get into the hands of
non-state actors like Boko Haram or the
Niger Delta Avengers." "There are many
companies in Nigeria that make use of these
chemical weapons and, of course, their
importation is also being controlled by
NAFDAC and that is why NAFDAC and the
security agencies are here to make sure that
these chemicals which have multiple uses
don't get into the hands of non-state actors
in Nigeria. If not well-managed, if it gets into
the wrong hands, it would have great
repercussions," he stated. He expressed
optimism that the workshop would improve
the relationship between Nigeria and its
allies, while also assisting participants to
discharge their mandates effectively. On its
part, Head of ECOWAS Political Affairs
Office, Mrs Halima Ameh, said the workshop
was aimed at promoting chemical awareness
and safety in the sub-region and "to support
our member-states in responding to threats
of use of chemical and biological weapons. "It
is our desire that at the end of the project,
our members should be able to provide
assistance and protection to their citizens and
where possible to other member-states in
the sub-region." Ameh added that ECOWAS
Commission was committed to assisting
member-states in eliminating the threats
posed by chemical and biological weapons.

http://www.vanguardngr.com/2016/11/
fg-ecowas-move-chemical-biological-
weapons/

The Universality of Disarmament
Norms is Strongest Guarantee for
Security - OPCW Director-General
during Visit to Korea

September 9, 2016

OPCW Director-General, Ambassador
Ahmet Üzümcü, visited the Republic of
Korea on 8 and 9 September. In his keynote
speech at the Fifth Seoul Defence Dialogue,
he spoke about the crucial role that rule-
based norms play in removing security
threats, and the imperative for all states to
join the Chemical Weapons Convention
(CWC).

He held meetings with The Minister of
National Defence, Mr Han Minkoo;
Unification Minister, Mr Hong Yongpyo;
First Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr
Lim Sungnam and the Vice Minister of
National Defence, Mr Hwang Inmoo.
Discussions covered a variety of
disarmament and non-proliferation issues,
including possible avenues for engaging in
dialogue with the DPRK to bring about that
country's accession to the Chemical Weapons
Convention.

Speaking at the Seoul Defence Dialogue 2016,
Ambassador Üzümcü recounted the success
of the CWC in ridding the world of an entire
class of weapons of mass destruction. "The
unique strength of the Chemical Weapons
Convention is that it combines a
comprehensive legal norm with a robust
verification regime," said the Director-
General, when highlighting the OPCW's role
in monitoring the destruction of chemical
weapons and conducting inspections of
industrial facilities, adding that "the
Convention's verification regime represents
the gold standard in disarmament."

The goal of global chemical disarmament is
still a work in progress, however.
Ambassador Üzümcü described new and
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emerging threats, most notably "the spectre
of chemical terrorism." He stressed that this
challenge must be addressed by fully
implementing the CWC's provisions in
domestic law and enforcement.

Another important task noted by the
Director-General was strengthening of the
universality of chemical disarmament
norms, which can only be achieved when all
remaining four non-Member States,
including North Korea, join the Convention.
Ambassador Üzümcü, stated that the
country "is strongly suspected of harbouring
a large chemical weapons stockpile and
production capability," and that "whatever
efforts the international community is able
to make with North Korea on WMD, it must
also oblige North Korea to join the Chemical
Weapons Convention."

During his visit to Korea, the OPCW
Director-General also met with generations
of future leaders from Hanguk University of
Foreign Studies and Korean National
Diplomatic Academy.

https://www.opcw.org/news/article/the-
universality-of-disarmament-norms-is-
strongest-guarantee-for-security-opcw-
director-general-during-visit-to-korea/

Keeping the Biological Weapons
Convention relevant

Gabrielle Tarini

Officials gathering in Geneva next week to
examine the status of the Biological Weapons
Convention (BWC) will have a choice between
plodding along with the current, broken
process or taking concrete steps to
reinvigorate a treaty that is integral to the
international security landscape. For the 41-
year-old treaty, the upcoming Eighth Review

Conference is a pivotal opportunity for
countries to take action to ensure that the
treaty remains a relevant and useful tool for
preventing the development, spread, and
use of biological weapons. A failure by
member states to invest the necessary
attention, time, and political capital in the
conference could mean decreased interest
and weakened multilateral engagement in a
treaty that was the first to ban an entire
category of weapons of mass destruction.

The treaty prohibits the possession of
biological and toxin weapons. It covers a
broad range limited primarily by intent:
Parties to the Biological Weapons Convention
agree not to develop, acquire, or retain
agents, toxins, or delivery systems for non-
peaceful purposes. The treaty has been
tremendously successful in building a broad
agreement that the life sciences should only
be used for benign purposes, and a robust
norm against the use of disease as a means
of warfare. While membership in the BWC is
not yet universal, no state claims that
biological weapons are a legitimate means of
national defense. Even countries that are
thought to be pursuing biological weapons,
such as North Korea, do not assert that they
have a right to these weapons, or that
biological weapons are a legitimate means of
strategic deterrence.

The parties to the BWC agree that it is an
important disarmament treaty representing
a strong norm against biological weapons, but
that is one of their few areas of agreement.
Translating consensus into action has been
difficult; the language adopted at previous
Review Conferences has often repeated
broad generalities and failed to advance a
common agenda. This time around, the
countries that are parties to the treaty should
aim for fresh language and delineate specific
actions to take.
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KEEPING PACE WITH
BIOTECHNOLOGY.

The purpose of the Review Conference, held
every five years, is to review the operation
of the treaty and consider whether any new
scientific and technological developments
could enable activities that are inconsistent
with the aims and objectives of the treaty,
and that are not already covered by its
provisions. There are several key issues at
stake in the upcoming conference, scheduled
for November 7-25.

Perhaps most critically, the BWC must find
a more effective way to adapt to the rapid
pace of scientific and technological change.
Biotechnology methods and equipment are
more powerful than ever, and barriers to
their acquisition and use have eroded. For
example, new gene-editing methods, such as
Crispr, have significant biosecurity
implications. Crispr has grabbed national
headlines as the latest example of the
dangers of dual-use technology. Earlier this
year, Director of National Intelligence James
R. Clapper named genome editing as a
development with potential implications for
the development of weapons of mass
destruction, alongside North Korea's nuclear
weapons, new Russian cruise missiles, and
undeclared chemical weapons in Syria.

Crispr is currently the most popular gene-
editing method and has been revolutionizing
scientific research. It is a unique technology
that enables geneticists and medical
researchers to edit parts of the genome by
cutting out, replacing, or adding snippets to
the DNA sequence. While genome editing
itself is not a new process, older techniques
are more difficult, less accurate, and quite
expensive. The Crispr system is faster, more
reliable, and cheaper. (The basic ingredients
can be bought online for approximately $60.)
The low cost and increased availability of
these techniques have policymakers

concerned that they could be used by
individuals or groups with limited expertise
and a lack of knowledge of safety and security
precautions-or, even worse, by sub-state
groups seeking to produce an enhanced
pathogen to inflict harm on civilian
populations.

Given the speed at which science and
biotechnology are advancing, more effective
arrangements are needed to present, digest,
and discuss relevant developments-including
Crispr and others-and their implications for
the BWC. There are already inherent
challenges in meaningfully addressing
science and technology in a diplomatic
meeting, and the current process only
exacerbates these difficulties rather than
providing effective workarounds.

INCORPORATING EXPERT INPUT.

Other international agreements, such as the
Chemical Weapons Convention, have
permanent advisory boards to track and
respond to scientific change; the BWC,
however, does not have a dedicated process
to inform and advise member states. The
Review Conference only occurs once every
five years, so it cannot ensure timely
consideration of scientific advances.
Furthermore, the Review Conference must
accomplish a myriad of other objectives,
leaving insufficient meeting time to do justice
to science and technology issues.

The most recent intersessional process added
a Standing Agenda Item on developments
in science and technology to the BWC's
annual Meeting of Experts, which has meant
that, at the very least, treaty members will
discuss relevant developments once a year.
But even at the experts' meeting, the latest
developments are still getting lost in the
general work of the BWC, and there is no
opportunity for the experts' conversations
to be fed back into the policy process. What's
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more, many countries do not show up to the
Meeting of Experts, so they remain
uninformed about new developments-and
potential policies to deal with them. Treaty
members should take action at the Review
Conference to replace the current ad hoc
process with a separate, structured, expert-
led regime that will allow for the continuous
monitoring and evaluation of developments
in science and technology relevant to the
BWC.

A STRONGER FRAMEWORK.

The Eighth Review Conference not only
provides an opportunity to establish a
stronger, more strategic scientific review
process, but also offers a platform to revamp
the intersessional process and institutional
structures more broadly. Again, this is
important because review conferences are
not frequent enough to accomplish the
laundry list of important objectives. Treaty
members will have to think about new
intersessional meetings, what format they
should take, and which topics they should
cover.

The countries that are part of the BWC will
also have to consider the future of the
Implementation Support Unit, because its
mandate will expire next year. That unit is
tasked with enormous responsibilities that
far exceed the capabilities of its three-person
staff: helping nations implement the treaty,
providing support and assistance for
confidence-building measures, administering
a database of assistance requests and offers,
and facilitating exchanges of information, to
name just a few of its duties. It is high time
for the Implementation Support Unit to be
expanded.

The way in which discussions are planned
and held should be restructured, with a
stronger steering body and increased time
for preparation and multilateral engagement.

Adding more meetings, and limiting what
gets discussed at each of those meetings,
would allow the BWC to begin operating more
like an international organization and would
provide oversight equivalent to that for
other non-proliferation treaties.

While the norm embodied in the BWC
remains strong, the international community
must go beyond raising awareness and
toward more specific understandings about
what countries should do to enhance the
strength and influence of the treaty.
Establishing a more strategic science and
technology advisory process and
strengthening the intersessional process and
institutional structures are sound places to
start.

http://thebulletin.org/keeping-biological-
weapons-convention-relevant10093

India Calls for Global Action Against
Chemical Weapons

United Nations, October 20,2016

India voiced deep concern over terror
groups acquiring chemical weapons,
asserting that the international community
must take urgent measures and decisive
actions to prevent possibility of any future
use of such weapons.

"It has been our consistent position that the
use of chemical weapons anywhere, at
anytime by anybody under any
circumstances cannot be justified and the
perpetrators of such abhorrent acts must be
held accountable," Ambassador D B
Venkatesh Varma, Permanent
Representative to the Conference on
Disarmament, Geneva said at a debate on
weapons of mass destruction on Wednesday.

He said India is "deeply concerned with
reports of acquisitions of chemical weapons
and their delivery system by terrorist groups
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and continuing use of chemical weapons and
toxic chemicals in Syria and Iraq by
terrorists.

"We believe that the international
community must take urgent measures and
decisive actions to prevent the possibility of
any future use of chemical weapons," he said
at the First Committee session of the 71st
Session of the United Nations General
Assembly.

Varma said India has a large and growing
chemical industry and also has the second
largest number of declared facilities and
receives among the largest number of
inspections from Organisation for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW).

He underscored that India has a "flawless
track record" of verification inspections and
believes that the OPCW needs to evolve
transparent and objective criteria and
modalities for inspections.

"The provisions of the Convention should be
implemented in a manner that does not
hinder legitimate activities, especially in
countries like India with a large and growing
chemical industry," he said.

Varma told the committee, which deals with
disarmament and international security, that
India has strong and law-based national
export controls consistent with the highest
international standards with reference to
control of nuclear, chemical, biological and
toxin weapons and their means of delivery.

India contributed to international efforts
under UN and the OPCW for destruction of
Syrian chemical weapons and chemical
weapons production facilities (CWPFs) and
welcomed the progress made so far in their
destruction.

"We would encourage further consultations
between Syria and the OPCW with an aim

to fully resolve all the outstanding issues in
the spirit of trust and cooperation," he said.

He reiterated India's commitment to
improving the effectiveness of the Biological
Weapons Convention and strengthening its
implementation and its universalisation.

Varma also added that India shares the
widespread interest amongst States Parties
to strengthen the effectiveness and improve
the implementation of the Convention
through the negotiation and conclusion of a
Protocol for that purpose.

"We believe this is necessary in view of the
new challenges to international peace and
security emanating from proliferation trends,
including the threat posed by terrorists or
other non-state actors seeking access to
biological agents or toxins for terrorist
purposes," he said.

India is also actively participating in the
preparatory process among States Parties
leading to the Eighth Review Conference to
be held in November 2016.

http://www.news18.com/news/india/
india-calls-for-global-action-against-
chemical-weapons-1303311.html

ARMS CONTROL

FG moves to stop Boko Haram from
using dangerous weapons

Jerrywright Ukwu, November 2016

Nigeria's federal government and sub-
regional body ECOWAS are working hard to
ensure terrorists in the region do not resort
to the use of chemical and biological weapons.

This was the submission of permanent
secretary, political affairs, in the Office of the
Secretary to the Government of the
Federation, Ambassador Olukunle Bamgbose.
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Bamgbose says the government hopes to
achieve its objective, by ensuring stricter
control of the purchase, use and proliferation
of such weapons.

Bamgbose made the comment at the opening
of a five-day national workshop on
Assistance and Protection Against Chemical
Weapons in Abuja yesterday, October 31.

According to Vanguard, he also spoke in his
capacity as the chairman, National Authority
on Chemical and Biological Weapons
Convention.

The workshop, which was organized in
collaboration with the Organization for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons, seeks to
strengthen the understanding of actors in
handling issues relating to chemical and
biological weapons.

"The chemical weapons imported into the
country are used for the purposes for which
they are meant and government also makes
sure that these chemicals do not get into the
hands of non-state actors like Boko Haram
or the Niger Delta Avengers."

"There are many companies in Nigeria that
make use of these chemical weapons and, of
course, their importation is also being
controlled by NAFDAC and that is why
NAFDAC and the security agencies are here
to make sure that these chemicals which
have multiple uses don't get into the hands
of non-state actors in Nigeria.

"If not well-managed, if it gets into the
wrong hands, it would have great
repercussions," Bamgbose told his audience.

https://www.naij .com/1030174-fg-
moves-stop-boko-haram-using-chemical-
biological-weapons.html

Pakistan stresses need for chemical,
biological weapons' prevention from
non-state actors

Parvez Jabri, October 19, 2016

Pakistan has underscored the need for
measures to prevent non-state actors and
terrorist groups from obtaining and using
chemical and biological weapons, while
sharing international community's concern
over the danger of those arms falling into the
wrong hands.

Speaking in the General Assembly's
Disarmament and International Security
Committee, Ambassador Tehmina Janjua
said the key tools for preventing non-state
actors from acquiring; producing or using
chemical and biological weapons included
national physical protection efforts,
international assistance and capacity
building.

In that regard, Ambassador Janjua, who is
Pakistan's permanent representative to the
UN in Geneva, pointed out that Pakistan had
supported the Russian proposal for a Bio-
Chemical Terrorism Convention.

The Pakistani envoy, who was participating
in a debate on weapons of mass destruction,
said Pakistan condemns the use of chemical
weapons by anyone, anywhere, and
welcomed milestones that had been achieved
in the destruction of Syrian and Libyan
chemical weapons.

"We remain committed to the full and
effective implementation of the Biological
and Toxin Weapons Convention (BTWC),'
she said.

"We attach high priority to the Convention's
provisions relating to international
cooperation and assistance as well as
peaceful uses of chemical technology."
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Pakistan, Ambassador Janjua said, had
instituted comprehensive legislative,
regulatory and administrative measures
including Codes of Conduct to regulate life
sciences in Pakistan, to enhance bio-safety
and bio-security regulations, and to
strengthen our export controls on biological
agents and toxins. "Our robust export control
regime imbibes the best international
standards."

Pakistan also reaffirmed its commitment to
the objectives of the Chemical Weapons
Convention and continues to participate in
the work of the OPCW (Organisation for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons).

Pakistan also continues to conduct basic and
advanced regional and international
assistance and protection courses, she said.

"As a mainstream partner in the global non-
proliferation regime, Pakistan has elaborated
and implemented an export control regime
that is comprehensive and fully harmonized
with international standards," Ambassador
Janjua said. "Our comprehensive export
control regime and its effective
implementation has been recognized and
appreciated by our partners."

http://www.brecorder.com/top-news/
pakistan/323729-pakistan-stresses-need-
f o r - c h e m i c a l - b i o l o g i c a l - w e a p o n s -
prevention-from-non-state-actors.html

Russia questions peaceful nature of
US Biological Research

Andrei Akulov, September 3, 2016

On September 1, Russian Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov spoke in front of the students
of Moscow State Institute of International
Relations (MGIMO), an academic institution
run by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Russia. Dubbed the "Harvard of Russia" by
Henry Kissinger, it is widely considered the

most elite university in the country, which
educates Russia's political, economic, and
intellectual elite.

In his remarks Lavrov said Russia is
concerned over the US refusal to negotiate
monitoring of biological weapons. According
to him, the refusal leads to the conclusion
that the US may be involved in biological
research for military purposes. This is not
the first time Russia expressed its concern
over the US covert activities conducted in
violation of international law.

The Convention on the Prohibition of the
Development, Production and Stockpiling of
Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin
Weapons and on their Destruction,
commonly known as the Biological Weapons
Convention (BWC) or Biological and Toxin
Weapons Convention (BTWC), opened for
signature in 1972 and entered into force in
1975.

The Convention effectively prohibits the
development, production, acquisition,
transfer, retention, stockpiling and use of
biological and toxin weapons and is a key
element in the international community's
efforts to address the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction. The BWC has
175 States Parties as of September 2016.

The BWC does not currently have
compliance details as none were included
when it was formulated during the Cold War.
Since then, nations have been negotiating to
agree on a way to implement the Convention
ban. Negotiations towards an internationally
binding verification protocol to the BWC took
place between 1995 and 2001 in a forum
known as the Ad Hoc Group. The
microbiological activity of the member states
under the developed protocol would have
been subject to on-site inspections by an
independent authority. In 2001, the US
refused to sign up. It has not changed its
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stance since then. Due to the refusal of the
US to approve the verification mechanisms,
the effectiveness of the BWC is questioned.

Recent developments have raised concerns
that the US may be pursuing research that
is outlawed by the BWC. Such concerns are
expressed in the Russian Federation's
National Security Strategy. The document
lists biological weapons as primary threats
to Russia.

In February, 2008, the Government
Accountability Office (GAO) released report
GAO-08-366 titled, Chemical and Biological
Defense, DOD and VA Need to Improve
Efforts to Identify and Notify Individuals
Potentially Exposed during Chemical and
Biological Tests".

The report stated that tens of thousands of
military personnel and civilians may have
been exposed to biological and chemical
substances through DOD tests. In 2004, the
DOD reported it had identified 5,842 military
personnel and estimated 350 civilians as
being potentially exposed during the testing
known as Project 112.

Many reports from different sources keep
on saying the US is developing a new
generation of weapons that undermine and
possibly violate international treaties on
biological and chemical warfare.

The Defense Department has been
continuously expanding worldwide its
military biological infrastructure. These
facilities have sprung up in many countries,
and in recent years they are being created
increasingly closer to Russian borders. For
instance, the US Richard G. Lugar Public
Health Research Center in Tbilisi is actually
a high level biological research laboratory
overseen by the US Defense Threat
Reduction Agency.

The Central reference Laboratory near
Almaty, Kazakhstan, is to become
operational this month according to the
Cooperative Biological Engagement Program
led by the US Department of Defense. There
is another smaller US-controlled lab at a
military base in the town of Otar in western
Kazakhstan on the Caspian Sea.

In 2013 a Chinese Air Force officer accused
the US government of creating the new
strain of bird flu now afflicting parts of China
as a biological warfare attack. People's
Liberation Army Senior Colonel Dai Xu said
the United States released the H7N9 bird flu
virus into China in an act of biological
warfare.

At that time, America was fighting in Iraq
and feared that China would take advantage
of the opportunity to take other actions", he
said.

This is why they used bio-psychological
weapons against China. All of China fell into
turmoil and that was exactly what the United
States wanted. Now, the United States is
using the same old trick. China should have
learned its lesson and should calmly deal with
the problem.

Ukraine is of particular interest to the US
military. The Mechnikov Anti-Plague
Research Institute in Odessa. In 2013 alone,
US-sponsored biolaboratories were opened
in Vinnitsa, Ternopil, Uzhhorod, Kiev,
Dnepropetrovsk, Simferopol in Crimea,
Kherson, Lviv and Lugansk.

In April 2011, a Central Reference
Laboratory supported by the US
Department of Defense Cooperative
Biological Engagement Program (CBEP) was
inaugurated in Azerbaijan.

The practice of using such facilities in other
countries shows they operate outside of
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national control. The secrecy is tight and
quite often the laboratories are managed by
former military or special services officials.

The illegal biological research activities is
part of the process aimed arms control
erosion. It began with the United States
withdrawing from the 1972 Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty. It has not ratified the
Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty
(CTBT) 20 years after it was adopted by the
United Nations General Assembly in 1996.
The United States is in violation of the 2000
Plutonium Management and Disposition
Agreement (PMDA).

Russia and the US agreed to transparently
dispose of weapons-grade plutonium,
thereby preventing it from being reused for
military purposes.

The US Congress is debating the possibility
to kill the Open Skies Treaty.

The United States is in clear violation of the
Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty
(INF) by deploying in Romania and Poland
Mk-41 Aegis Ashore launchers capable of
firing ground-launched cruise missiles
(GLCMs).

The violation of the BSW is just part of the
picture. With the US taking one step after
another to undermine the arms control
regime puts into jeopardy the entire system
of international security. Hopefully, a new US
president will be wise enough to realize it's
time to turn the tide before it's too late.

http://www.strategic-culture.org/news/
2016/09/03/russia-questions-peaceful-
nature-us-biological-research.html

Governance or Arms Control? The
Future of the Biological and Toxin
Weapons Convention

Oliver Meier, October 26, 2016

The world is a safer place thanks to the
effective implementation of the Biological
and Toxin Weapons Convention (BWC). The
convention, which was opened for signature
in 1972, prohibits the development,
production, acquisition, and storage of
biological weapons. While chemical weapons
are being used in Syria and it is uncertain
whether the Iran nuclear agreement will
continue to block Tehran's path to the
nuclear bomb, all seems quiet on the
biological weapons front.

No biological weapons have been used in
conflict since World War II. United Nations
Special Commission inspectors dismantled
Iraq's biological weapons program in the
early 1990s. The huge Soviet biological
weapons program was officially shut down
in 1990. There have been zero fatalities from
biological weapons since the 2001 anthrax
attacks in the United States Anthrax attacks
in the United States. Furthermore, no
country admits to having a biological
weapons program. Most importantly, there
is a strong feeling that the deliberate use of
disease for hostile purposes is abhorrent.
The taboo against biological warfare remains
intact.

CHALLENGES

Given the nonuse of biological weapons over
the years and widespread state disinterest
in pursuing them, it should follow that the
eighth BWC review conference, to be held
November 7-25, should be an unremarkable
affair. However, three structural problems
threaten to undermine existing international
norms against the use of bioweapons and
biological warfare.
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First, the assumption that biological
weapons, when compared to chemical or
nuclear weapons, are militarily unattractive
should be reassessed. A surprising finding of
the international investigation into Syria's
chemical weapons program was that
Damascus, which is a signatory to the BWC
but has not ratified it, had a production
facility for ricin, a toxin whose misuse is
prohibited under the BWC and Chemical
Weapons Convention. This was the first time
in twenty years that a state had been found
to be working on biological weapons. While
Syria claims that its ricin program had
served peaceful purposes and its failure to
declare the program was an oversight, there
is insufficient information to know the real
rationale for the program. However, Syria's
unconventional uses of chemical weapons, as
a tool of terror, coercion, and influence in its
civil war, should lead the BWC states parties
to consider the possibility that states might
be open to using biological weapons beyond
deterrence and intrastate warfare. Keep in
mind that North Korea may also be working
on biological weapons.

Second, biotechnology is making tremendous
leaps forward, and emerging technologies,
such as CRISPR, could increase the military
attractiveness of biological weapons. Future
biowarfare may be less about infecting
people with deadly or debilitating diseases
than manipulating the way humans function.
Thus, future misuse of biotechnology may
differ from what the original BWC drafters
imagined as the primary role of bioweapons.
For example, state-sponsored bioterrorism
similar to South Africa's biological weapons
program in the 1980s, which was aimed at
the development of toxins to kill the regime's
political opponents, could be among the
threats that at this moment do not appear
prominently on decision-makers' radars.

Third, the threat of nonstate actors using
biological weapons is growing. Until recently,

the risk of a bioterrorism attack by nonstate
actors appeared to be greatly exaggerated.
However, well-funded and -organized groups
like the self-proclaimed Islamic State may
now hold sufficient territory for long enough
to enable them to develop and use biological
weapons.

FORUM OR TREATY? DIFFERENT
VISIONS FOR THE BWC

Seen by themselves, none of these challenges
are new, but their convergence multiplies the
risk that biological weapons might be
considered weapons of war. Yet the
responses of BWC states parties to these
trends are similar to what they had been in
the past. Since the collapse in 2001 of talks
on a BWC verification and compliance
protocol, two evolving visions for the BWC
have framed discussions at meetings of states
parties.

Broadly speaking, the United States and
other Western states see the convention
primarily as a forum where states can
discuss and elaborate joint measures to
address the deliberate or accidental spread
of disease. For Washington, the BWC is part
of its broader global health security agenda.
According to this view, the convention should
be a place to set standards for national
measures; discuss best practices on issues
such as biosecurity; and facilitate assistance
for states that have insufficient capacities to
establish stricter domestic checks on
dangerous pathogens. To be sure, these are
important measures, but they are insufficient
to address the dangers of military misuse of
biotechnology by governments or
international terrorist networks.

Others still see the BWC through the lens of
a classical arms control instrument. Russia,
for example, has recently revived ideas to
negotiate a legally binding protocol to the
BWC. Nonaligned states emphasize the need
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to close the verification gap, which sets the
BWC apart from the Chemical Weapons
Convention and Nuclear Non-proliferation
Treaty. Those behind the push to resume
talks on a BWC verification protocol may not
be pursuing the idea seriously. They know
that Western states hold divergent ideas on
how to move forward. For example, the EU
still maintains that verification "remains a
central element of a complete and effective
disarmament and non-proliferation regime,"
while the United States has rejected the
notion that compliance with the BWC can be
effectively monitored. By pushing such
proposals, Russia and nonaligned states may
hope to expose such differences. But even if
there are no ulterior motives behind these
ideas, such a course of action is not well suited
to take into account the transnational and
technological dynamics that threaten the
foundations of the BWC.

WHAT TO EXPECT

It is far from clear that states parties'
representatives at the November review
conference will be able or willing to bridge
these fundamental differences on the future
of the BWC. The antagonism between Russia
and the West, the uncompromising position
of some key nonaligned states, and the lack
of willingness of moderate groupings, such
as the European Union, to play a lead role in
refreshing and bolstering the convention
make it unlikely that there will be a
coordinated push for a major overhaul of the
BWC.

The timing of the conference is also a
complicating factor. The opening of the
review conference coincides with the U.S.
presidential elections. News about the next
U.S. administration will not only be a
distraction, but could also make it harder for
the U.S. delegation to commit to any new,
substantive measures.

Given this complicated picture, it is difficult
to conceive of a scenario in which BWC states
parties would be willing to agree to a
thorough review of the threats and urgently
needed measures to update the regime's
instruments. States parties at the review
conference should therefore aim first at
refocusing the convention on its core
purpose, prohibiting the hostile use of
biotechnology. Secondly, representatives
should strengthen the treaty's decision-
making procedures so that the regime
becomes more operational and less
deliberative. Four measures would be useful
toward these ends.

First, the most important task of the review
conference is to reconfirm the
comprehensive prohibition of all types of
misuse of biological agents and toxins based
on the "general-purpose criterion," which
defines the scope of the convention. States
parties must make it clear that gray zones
do not exist. They should clearly state that
tinkering with genes and developing novel
means of biological-agent delivery and other
burgeoning biological technologies are all
prohibited unless they serve prophylactic,
protective, or other peaceful purposes.
Moreover, additional transparency
measures would be useful to reduce the risk
of misperception about the intentions behind
biodefense programs.

Second, states parties should exercise
caution when tinkering with the scope of the
BWC. Russia has recently proposed creating
a new convention to suppress acts of
biological and chemical terrorism. It is
unclear whether this proposed convention
would compete with or complement the
BWC. Likewise, the U.S. approach of
discussing the BWC as one of many
instruments to tackle threats at the
intersection of security and global health
may also be problematic. It could lead to a
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loss of focus, particularly because other
scientific communities have begun to see the
BWC as a useful platform to advance their
own agendas.

Third, numerous state parties have
expressed support for a regular,
independent review of scientific and
technological developments. The review
conference could launch a scientific advisory
committee comprised of experts that report
annually on scientific developments relevant
to the BWC.

Fourth, institutional reform of the treaty's
bodies is urgently needed. Currently, binding
decisions can only be made at the review
conference, which is only held every five
years. This snail's pace of diplomacy is an
anachronism. It suits only those that are
opposed to flexible and strong international
control mechanisms. Among other things,
the review conference should empower
annual meetings of states parties to address
compliance concerns and to make decisions,
including on additional transparency
measures and the applicability of the treaty's
prohibitions to new technologies. Such an
annual review would make the BWC more
adaptable and could trigger higher-level
diplomacy. To support this process, states
parties should upgrade the Implementation
Support Unit, which is a meagrely staffed,
three-person secretariat already strained by
providing necessary support for BWC
implementation by states parties.

Unfortunately, the above measures would
still be insufficient to address the need of a
BWC compliance mechanism. Monitoring
treaty compliance is hampered by the lack
of a dedicated permanent organization to
implement the convention. This major
deficiency sets the BWC apart from treaties
like the Chemical Weapons Convention,
which has the Organisation for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. In the long

term, a mix of tried and tested instruments
and methods as well as new ones will have
to be created to verify BWC compliance,
follow up on violations of the treaty,
implement the convention, and foster the
further evolution of the regime. At the very
least, states parties at the eighth review
conference in November should begin to
work toward this goal.

http://www.cfr.org/councilofcouncils/
global_memos/p38432

Keep chemical weapons out of
Terrorist Hands

John V Parachini, September 23, 2016

The recent removal of dangerous chemical
weapons precursors from Libya prevented
the Islamic State group from adding these
heinous weapons to its arsenal of terror. The
Libyan Government of National Accord
sought the help of the Organization for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons when it
feared Islamic State group militants were
advancing towards a facility that contained
these deadly chemicals. Preventing the
Islamic State group from adding deadly
chemicals to its grisly cache of weapons in
Libya is an extremely important
counterterrorism success. Unfortunately the
same has not been true in Syria.

U.S. Director of National Intelligence James
Clapper noted in congressional testimony
that the Islamic State group's use of chemical
warfare agents in Syria is the first time a
terrorist group demonstrated this capability
since the 1995 Japanese cult Aum Shinryko
used sarin on the Tokyo subway. Since the
Toyko attack, terrorists have crashed
passenger airplanes into the World Trade
Towers; taken students hostage on the first
day of school in Breslan, Russia, killing
hundreds; and beheaded scores of hostages
in Iraq. Terrorists have certainly talked
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about using poison, disease and radioactivity
as weapons, but generally, they have
pursued other weapons that were more
readily available and easier to deploy.

In Syria and Iraq, the Islamic State group
and the Nusra Front are breaking with this
historical pattern and making chemical
weapons part of their deadly arsenal. A
United Nations panel investigating the use
of chemical weapons in Syria reported last
month that it found evidence that the Islamic
State group and the Nusra Front have
acquired and used chemical weapons.

Over the course of the last several months,
the United States and coalition partners
fighting both groups have bombed suspected
Islamic State group chemical weapons store
houses and production facilities. Earlier this
week, U.S. Air Force Lt. Gen. Jeffrey
Harrigian said in a press conference that
coalition forces had struck a pharmaceutical
plant that the Islamic State group was using
to produce chemical agents. This will
certainly curb the Islamic State group's and
the Nusra Front's chemical weapons
production efforts for now, but the long-term
impact is uncertain.

But what may have led to these groups doing
what no other terrorist group has done in
the last 21 years? In a word, opportunity.

As the Islamic State group and the Nusra
Front seized territory in Syria and northern
Iraq, they came upon military sites where
chemical munitions were hidden, abandoned
or lost. In their land grab, they also captured
industrial facilities with toxic chemicals.
When these toxic capabilities became
available, they used them. Tragically, the
victims of these indiscriminate weapons
were generally innocent civilians.

Not only did the Islamic State group and the
Nusra Front exploit captured weapons
resources, they also seized the opportunity

to develop some of their own capabilities.
Just as al-Qaida once enjoyed a safe haven
in Taliban-controlled Afghanistan, both the
Islamic State group and Nusra Front have
had the freedom to develop capabilities in
Islamic State group-controlled territory and
ungoverned spaces that neither the Syrian
nor the Iraqi government has been able to
control.

Corralling and securing exotic weapons and
toxic materials is not always a priority when
forces are engaged in heated conventional
battle, but it should be.

Corralling and securing exotic weapons and
toxic materials is not always a priority when
forces are engaged in heated conventional
battle, but it should be. The late al-Qaida
leader Osama bin Laden's interest in toxic
weaponry never got beyond testing and some
crude efforts at production, but when U.S.
forces invaded Afghanistan and overthrew
the Taliban regime, al-Qaida's chemical and
biological weapons efforts came to an abrupt
halt. Libyan leaders have wisely taken a
preventative action on the remaining
chemical weapons left over from Libyan
dictator Moammar Gadhafi's chemical
weapons program.

Recent U.S. and coalition military action has
likely forestalled use of toxic chemicals by
the Islamic State group and the Nusra Front,
but it has probably not eliminated it. Given
how many of these toxic industrial chemicals
are available at industrial sites in the region,
this would be a difficult challenge complicated
by the potential for collateral damage.
Nonetheless, for the sake of protecting
civilians, reducing the opportunity for these
groups to obtain chemical weapons should
be a priority as the U.S. and coalition military
campaign continues.

http://www.rand.org/blog/2016/09/
keep-chemical-weapons-out-of-terrorist-
hands.html
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Legal perspectives on the Use of
Chemical Weapons in Syria and Iraq

Steve Wilkinson, October 4 2016

On the 21st of September, CNN reported
that ISIS was suspected of firing a shell
containing mustard gas at an airbase in Iraq
used by United States and Iraqi troops. This
is by no means the first reported use of
chemical weapons in recent months and
years. In fact just one month earlier, on the
25th of August, a United Nations Security
Council mandated investigation team
(OPCW Joint Investigative Mechanism
(JIM)) concluded that both the Assad regime
and ISIS had undertaken chemical attacks
in Syria in 2014 and 2015. This is the first
time that the UN had made an authoritative
assertion of attribution and responsibility in
relation to the use of chemical weapons in
the Syrian conflict. These findings came
barely a few weeks after it was widely
reported that chlorine gas had been used in
Aleppo and Saraqeb.

The alleged use of chemical weapons in Syria
can be traced back to 2013, where the first
reports came through concerning the use of
sarin gas in a multitude of locations, including
Khan Al Asal; Sarqib; Ghouta and Jobar.
Both the Syria Commission of Inquiry and
treaty based Organisation for the Prohibition
on Chemical Weapons (OPCW) investigated
such attacks, with the Syria Commission
concluding that "Chemical weapons,
specifically sarin, were found to have been
used in multiple incidents during the
conflict." The report of the 25th of August
2016 is significant in specifically identifying
those responsible, as aspect absent from
these previous reports.

As the use and presence of chemical weapons
appears to be spreading from Syria to Iraq,
this troubling dynamic to the conflict
landscape has serious implications not only

legally but also from a humanitarian
perspective.

The use of chemical weapons has long
triggered an elevated level of revulsion and
abhorrence, not only in terms of legal
regulation, but also in the mind of the wider
public. Effects of sarin, such as sensations of
suffocation, respiratory struggles, paralysis,
and retching often occurring without the
victims' awareness of what they are being
subjected to, all combine to reinforce the
egregious nature of these weapons.

Thankfully, until the more recent uses in
Syria and potentially Iraq, the use of such
weapons in the modern conflict context has
been relatively rare, with notable exceptions
being during the Iraq-Iran conflict in 1988;
and again in 1988 with the use by Iraqi forces
in Halabja against Iraqi Kurds. In terms of
historical context the first modern use of
large-scale chemical warfare can be dated
back to 1915 when the German army
released 150 tons of chlorine gas against
Allied soldiers.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Unlike other aspects of conflict regulation,
which have been subject to more modern
regulation, the specific and strict prohibitions
on the use of chemical weapons date back to
the late 19thCentury and were further
crystalized in direct terms in The 1925
Geneva Protocol. Importantly the
prohibitions are strict and unambiguous.
Chemical weapons are prohibited as a means
of warfare.  Therefore unlike other
protection gaps highlighted in the Second
World War, chemical weapons regulation was
already robust and comprehensive in terms
of setting out the prohibition on use.
Throughout the 1960s and 1970s the United
Nations General Assembly adopted several
resolutions consistently reiterating the need
for strict respect for the 1925 Geneva
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Protocol and condemning in clear terms all
and any actions that ran contrary to them.

It is also important to not forget that the
specific nature of chemical weapons goes
against some of the most basic notions of
humanitarian law set out in the Geneva
Conventions and its protocols, such as the
requirement for distinction in attacks, the
prohibition on indiscriminate attacks, and the
prohibition on causing unnecessary suffering
and superfluous injury. In case of any possible
lingering doubt, the ICRC Customary
International Law Study of 2005 confirmed
that the strict prohibition on the use of
chemical weapons applies both in non-
international armed conflict and international
armed conflict.

Whilst restating the historical nature of the
prohibition on the use of chemical weapons
the legal regulation of chemical weapons was
further indeed strengthened in
disarmament terms in the early 1990s. The
main developments under the 1993
Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) was
to move beyond prohibition of use but take
steps to reduce the risk of use, addressing:
the prohibition on the development;
production; stockpiling or; acquisition or
retention of biological agents which have no
peaceful purpose. These prohibitions also
extend to equipment or means of delivery
designed to use such agents. Importantly,
these treaties demand that states actively
destroy existing stockpiles.

CHALLENGES IN THE DUAL PURPOSE
OF THESE PRODUCTS

Despite the clear terms of the legal
prohibition on the use, development,
production and stockpiling, etc., there are
important activities in relation to chemical
components that fall outside of the
disarmament and stockpile destruction

obligations of the CWC. Such as is the nature
of utility of the chemical components as such,
the idea that risk of misuse of these chemicals
can be fully eradicated is impossible.  For
example, precursors for nerve agents are also
necessary materials for the production of a
range of products, including pesticides, flame-
retardants. In addition, sulfur mustard is
used as a cancer treatment. Pragmatism
demands that products with dual use
functions escape and sidestep the
comprehensive disarmament requirements,
but at the same time it must be accepted that
they pose a degree of risk in terms of
weaponization and/or proliferation.

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW

While it does not mention chemical or
biological weapons by name, the Rome
Statute of the International Criminal Court
does list as war crimes in international armed
conflict "employing poison or poisoned
weapons and employing asphyxiating,
poisonous or other gases, and all analogous
liquids, materials or devices". The use of
chemical and biological weapons in general
can be considered to fall within this provision,
although not all international lawyers hold
the same view. Whichever view is taken, the
failure to specifically use the terms chemical
and biological weapons does lead to a degree
of unwelcome ambiguity.

A further weakness of the Rome Statute's
approach to criminalizing the use of chemical
and biological weapons is the failure to apply
the prohibitions to non-international armed
conflict. The Review Conference of the Rome
Statute in 2010 thankfully corrected this
unjustifiable absence and unnecessary
loophole. However, such an amendment only
binds those states that ratify it; to date only
30 states have done so.

In short, it can be concluded that whilst the
IHL framework is clear and fairly robust, is
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it more difficult to make the same clear case
for the international criminal framework.

CONCLUSIONS

As evidenced by recent incidents in Syria,
there is grave concern that foundational
concepts of modern IHL are being directly
and continually violated by both states and
armed non-state actors. Moving forward,
this raises huge concerns that the erosion of
will further undercut its utility to operate as
an effective and relevant tool of
humanitarian protection in modern conflict.

Aside from the destruction of weapons
caches the challenge remains in probing and
continually questioning states' claims that
supplies of chemical agents are truly
intended for the permitted peaceful
purposes. In addition, states themselves
need to take all steps to reduce the risk of
proliferation, including assessing risks
associated with the outbreak of conflict in
their country or region.

Finally in regard to accountability, the recent
use of chemical weapons demands a response
from the international community. The
global community must come to together and
take the necessary steps to ensure that those
committing such egregious acts are held to
account. At the forefront of this should be
the referral by the UN Security Council of
the situation in Syria to the ICC. Otherwise,
there is a significant risk that such behaviour
will repeat itself not only in Syria, but in
other conflicts as well, such as what may
have occurred in Iraq on the 21st of
September 2016.

http://atha.se/blog/legal-perspectives-
use-chemical-weapons-syria-and-iraq
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